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This report is respectfully subnitted by the
throe Cormnissionf^rs of the Mcssachusetts Comir.is.Tion Afairst
Discrimination pursuant to the mancato of Chapter h63 of
the Acts of 1976.
I. ii:troductiom
The Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination
vas created by the lof^islature in 19^6. V.^ien created, the
Commission v^as kno\vn as the Massachusetts Fair Emplo^Tnent
Practice Commission. In 1950, by legislative amendment, its
name and caption v.'as changed to t*:e Massachusetts Commission
Against Discrimination. Over the years to date, the Commission
has seen multiple changes in itc stntutory mandate, primarily
in the form of increa?ec jurisdiction. The .jurisdictional
increases have generally anticipated the changes in and on
the federal level and have made the Massachusetts Commission
Against Discrimination a forerunner in the fight against
discriminatory practices in employment, housing, education
and in places of public accommodation. Indeed, some Massachusetts
anti-discrimination legislation goes back to the l?to 1800' s.
Hovever, the arti-ci" crimination legislation c^^
protective legislation so-called, ^ad no fcrum for en'f'orcem'^nt
until the creation of the Commission Again:;t DI .^crimination cr
the then F?ir Emplo3^cnt Practice CoTri.iiisci'^n, In its early
cayc, t'':o Co^Tiission '^''z organiiic/i as ?n c'^'*7iry ranagcd by a
part-time appoir.tinr ciith?rity. T'^o ComrnisTicn vc-s ^eacec. hy
I
p. Choirman and three nrrt-time Cormiss loners \:it'r solciriec
of c 3,000 for the Ch?irn-?.n and i^-,O0C each for tb^ csr.ociato
Cornnisc icncrs » Thicf^c "'^."'.arier i^vf^r "il.e ve^irs vor*^ r '^reciF'^'cl
frcT! "t'lrne "te "tine roprl " "their "^ec^'"' in l'^''''', "'heri "th°
C' ^ rr*'^n' s gt"' ''r'.' v/qg i-^io^''r' ^ " ^ t ^ ^ r'P-'' r-'^'^ +'V'>r- »• '^p.-i^^'j o-j-r<
Notv'ith.'^te.ndir th.ese incrcasec, '^oth orivato anc'
p^jbl^c nanageme^t stuc ''^^ indicct'^ thnt thr- ralaries of th*^
f^^^rnj' c 2 j Qj^fiT'c v.'er-"* ih "^r i 1 XV c" ''^r "t^ian ^^'^'^p ">f ci"^^'"*^
cin^'lar stT'te a^encie.v. There v.'a;i a f^ener,'.! feeling one
belief that the lev; salaries rranted to thin Corznission reduced
the number of candidates available for appointment to these
very important positions.
In the late 1960's and early 1970 's, multiple studies
by Lecislative and Administrative La-/ Committees, Special
Panels appointed by the S>:ecutive, and other observers of
^^overnment or{];anizations, revie-zed the orcanizaticn of other
stete anti-discrimination agencies. The studies covered the
gambit frvnm asencies headed by strong e:':ecuti""e secretaries '.,'ith
ten or more "^'^rt-tlme ':n'~r'id Corni ssioners acti^.'^ rc h.c^rin^
officers, to one or t-'.-o agencies headed by full-tim.e CorT.insi oners
.
'.."'•ile r'^'re, t^is latter f'^rm of cr,~anization "^rpeFr^d, at first
blus'"', to be the m.ort nrn^^.'^ea^l':^ and efficient form of apnointi^T
authrrlty,
/.s ear]y as 1'"'70, ^nd conteminoraneou'' A'ith some of
these studies, lerislotien '.:^3 crafted '^y tne HCAD General
Co'T.sel and supportinr l<"^~i sin tors at^er.ptin-'; to reor,f;;nni7e
the KCPd) at its top echelon by crr-^tin^ Aill-tlme Ccm.miss-' nners.
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Tho rr-ticnalc /"or full-tinc Commissioners seems to
!-i-v? been ^r^u^^.dec upon t -c basic concepts. First, the
operation by prrt-birae Coniinissioners of a state agency with a
bu'J^^t of almost one riillion collars appeared to some observers
to be absurd, ?. -..-aste of resources and bad rrana^^ement. Second,
those individuals firmly cornmittev.' to the concept of equality
and pov.'erful enforcement of civil ri^^hts recognized early that
the civil rights movement and the protective legislation already
on the books required a full-time commitment, arid not part-time
Commissioners. Other a/;^encies of state covemjnent dealing vith
less substantive issues and problems were being governed by v;ell
paid agency heads or Ccmrr.issioners.
Steeped in this background, the Commission made its
first attempt at reorganization during the 1971 legislative
session, v;hen the then Cliairman of the MC/D, v;ith the assistance
of then Representative Peter Mr snick and tiie former Attorney
General of t>^e Commcnvealth of Mrssachusetts, Rob .rt 11, Quinn,
filed the fir~t petition seeking to make the Commissioners of
the agency full-time.
This legislation v/ould have reduced the niJimber of
Commissioners from four to three, making each of the three
Commissioners full-time, •;ith a salary nf Q8,500'^^for the
Ch^J.rman and ^1.^,500 for t'-'e associate mem.bers.
1/ Tne mocest sr:larics arxrched to the bill v.'ore intended to
i'^cu.ce the bucket conscicv.s le^'islature to approve this re-
organization pnck-'^ge.

This ^.e^islGtion and several other bi.ll3 filed
during the follo'.vinr; yerrc failed to muster the neceGsary
c'.'prort in either the ilouso or the Senate to be packed,
T:ie ne::t major effort by zhe Commjcsion to secure a full-
tir-e appointir.,*" authority came in 197^. During the 197^^
r:o.-:cion, Representative Chcrles Flaherty and Senator Joseph
DiCarlo filed similar bills in the House and in the Senate
to make changes in the I'^.ssachusetts Conmission Against
Discrimination, This legislation like the earlier bill
v:ould have reduced the number of Commissioners from four
to three and v.'ould mal'.e each of the positions full-time.
The proposed salaries under these bills v;ere 1' 23, 000 for
the Chairman and 1'21,000 for the associate members.
Once again, the bill failed to produce the necessary
support in either chamber and failed to pass.
The Commission nov/ had throe full years of experience
v:ith the legislature and ^'ith both supporters and non-supporters
cf its proposal. V.'ith this experience and history behind it,
the Commission made an additional effort in the 1975 and 1976
session.
Elected in November of 1975, Governor Kichael S.
Dukakis early in his administration supported the concept of
a full-time commission bill. A nev/ bill v/as drafted and
filed for the next session, \Vliile there was substantial
support from the Executive Office and from the Executive Office
cf Administration & Finance, the bill v;a3 unable to muster the
i
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r\ecezzz*ry sup^irt b'^forp the clocc of tho seozion and this
firzt attenrt Goverr.c^r D^jl:al:is failed,
T:!9 bill v.E:S rcfilec irr.n'?'^ lately r.nc. the Governor's
1 e~i .-Ir^tix'e cffico, tc'~et";ier v/itb KC^AI) ctr.ff, coordinated
their effort for passage cf the fiill-tine coinniGsion bill,
Ar;7-;ir5 that this legislation v;ould make a major
state afrency r.ere accountable in t':>rms of time, resources,
a-v: effectiveness, t}ie Commission lobbied hard and lon^;
amon.^ its reg^ilar supporters and from areas not usually in
the camp of MC/D. The Commission and the Governor's staff
ar-^ucd that a more effective KCAD could provide better
services to Complainant and Respondent alike; that the
efficient movement of cases and a higher level of due process
v.'ould provide better remedies for those entitled to them and
more expeditious disposition for the general public. Viliile
these arcum.ents did not necessarily produce support fr^m all
levels for this legislation, it had the effect of neutralizing
some of the past opposition making passage a clear possibility.
On the 15th day of October, 1976, the Great and
General Court of the Ccmmonv/ealth of Massachi'.setts passed
C:rpter '•63 of the Actr. of 1976 establishing full-time
Cormissioners for the Conmission Ag-inst Discrimination. The
Governor signed the bill on October 22, 1976, and attached
thereto rin emergency rrcamble making the bill effective on
October 26, 1976.
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Ha?3achu:^ettz , 3irp nto-^.erield of L'orthamptc^.
,
Hp.ssach'.ise'^.tc,
ani Jane C, Ecnoncs cf Sharon, Masjachuscttc, v.'ere s\'orn
in on the 7t?- day of Marc':, 1977, as Coi?2:;iGsioners anc the
Chainr^an respactively by Governor Michael S, Dul:al:i5, as
first full-time appoirtments to the Massachusetts Comir.issior
A-^ainst Discrimination. Chairman Edmonds and Commissionors
Rodri^Tuez and 3t3?'icfield toe': their respective offices v.'ith
full knov.'ledgc of the ba:;ic problems surrounding this important
state agency. There v.'&s sufficient reason to believe that
the p^c sace of Chapter / 6? of the Acts of 1976, and its
implementation through full-time appointments, v;ould help to
alleviate, if not obviate, the problems naj^in^; I^CAD. Indeed,
tnc legislature mandated by specific lanruaf^e in this bill
that the Ccmm-issi oners prepare comprehensive reports
detailing the effect of the passa^re of this Act upon the
ca~c disposition process of the Commission, \;ith particular
empha«-is on the roducti'^'^ of the present backlog of pending;
cases." The Act furt>ier requires that this report be subm.ittod
t'^ the Governor and to ti e Clerlis of the Senate and th«=> House
of Ficresentatives every '~'0 days for a period of one year after
the eff'^ctive date of this Act.
V.^iili^ the mandate and emphasis is clearly on the
''bao'';lo2;" problem so-called, it is also cle^^r that the le5;;islature
^•r\
' 1 ter ted jv^'^'^* 'i '.'hat '^'o"?^ '^f'^c'^t" t^"''^ '»^,p<^'7pt<
C';a'^t'^^r ^ C"^ •"'•lid ^lav^ /"ae entire c^'eratior of MCI/J.\

The b:'lc-ncc of this report v:ill dc^l \-nth cpocifio
problenc end isGucc and the effoct o"^ the paccp^e end
inplerientition of Ch.?rt'^r ' of fr.o Actn -f 1977.
It ic- -'Fiporta^^t to ncto heforc turni*^^ "tho
substontivo portiorf> thst thi5: firL-t 90 d^y report n^jst
o.coprr tolp mopouro, repzrt, and dot^^.il tho effect of the
f
p^con^e of Chapter ^'63 of the Act;: of 1;7'S upon the a^^enc^'"
Cenorolly and upon cace disposition and th.p backlog; r^'^ob?.o!T!
npecifically,
II. MCAD-CASB BACKLOG
MCAT) is the state anti-ciscriminaticn agency for the
Conr-onvealth of Massachusetts. It is a qua c."! -judicial Ccmr.ission
mandated to enforce the anti-ciscriminatior^ 1g\;s of the Cominon-
v:ealth of Massachusetts ond to act as the so-called r;EP deferral
agency for the federal Equal Employment Oppcrtujiity Ccmmission.
In this capacity, the CcnLvission receives approximately 2,000
cases per year, each rctiuiri-ng various degrees of case prccossing
This processing may require a simple lacl: of jurisdiction
determination or a hig>^ly sophisticated investip;ation resulting
in a finding of probable cause, statutory* conciliation efforts,
rnc full adversory public liearing in t!ie event t^e crse cannot
be settled. Thereafter, find orders of this Commissi'^n ray
ro'^_uire rppell-jte review; or enforcement through the courts of
tne Commonv.'ealth of Massochusetts.
In brief su;'".m?rv, this represents the r.tptutor}'' mandate
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of thi:; ComrniTcion. Thrnu^h the veers, f'^r n'jTt:r)le rerconr;,
.>o:ne identifiable, otherr. nore rxe^-ulous, c^rcc ''~p.ve become
r'SoIil D ".^.ec: in v^rieuc nu^ibers -nd der;r'='C3 of cfz-? ^rccesGln"
opop-^^nrr orjo ^
'th'^ iTie^'t j^Griou*", cfiTT^c c i ^^i ci^T "^.1 ec
'"-'is Conni ~Fi':^r. r.-'ic '''t'd. Over t""'-? ve^^r.~ nulti^lo •'^i.-tenr'tr.
havv bj^n npce t,o rec.'.'ce ?r in tot.o the c?ce br-cklej,
'.-.nilc rr?.ny cf t^iese e.tter.ptG have been siicceGGfi^l , at least
in n-^rt, tbcy have in tum generated ether t^'^^'^i" of ^a'^klo;';
or delays in ot'r.or areas ef thi:- Connlssicn's cper-^tions.
It appears that part-time conimissicner's vere simply
not equipped in terns ef tirae or in resources to devote the
necescary energies to develop a plan for case processinr,
'•hic^' v:hen ir.plenented could de?l '.-ith cu'»^rent case processing,
f"? b'^C'Tlc.^ and all oth^^r production prohloTis ef this agency
s 1 niiltane usly
.
There is no need at this juncture to atter.pt to
c'nrly?e the reasons for t!ie haclilo']; nroblen except to note that
this chronic probler" is the direct result of three conditions
••'•:ic^ hcve been part of "^^^is agency for at l^ast the nast 5 years.
Tliey ore in short an ever- increasing jurisdiction as the
ie.':islature souf;;ht to er.tend further protection to its constituency^
and their civil rights; a budget vhich failed to heep pace '.-ith
the increased jurisdiction, and in some y^ars one \;hich has been
deeply cut, and finally, a more sophisticated public v.'hich in
those ? years more than doubled the nuj^ber of oonplaints filed
'.'it'" the Con"^ 'n"^^ 'i'^"'ei^^ '^'"ob'' "^mo j^'^'pr'^^s'^*^*" ^crr". ^'^i^b"' e
challen'^e and one vZ-nic^' P'7.rt-time management has been unable to
hnndle to date.
1
It is interertinrj to note tbr.t there is no hard
ard fezt definitio^^ of vh2.t bncklo^ ner.nn. It has, fron time
to tirr.i^, "been defined i'^ ar man*'' vcvo ar thoT^a have been
attar.ptc to deal v;it:i the problem, "..ith the benefit of a
recently coveloned I'anrf^er: ent Information Syrte*^,"' by mid-
Ju!'y cf 1977, this Commission v.'ill for the first time in this
agency's history be able ts identify the exact number of open
cases, the names and addresses of each Complaina!it and
Respondent, the case number for each file and its filin:^ date
and exact status.
Until the Mrr.-^roment Information System is fully
inplementcd and operational, v/e mu~t depend upon present manual
system.s to identify and approxii^ate our present ope'^ coses
a'*aitir^ proc^ssin^ ^nc /-^r det3rmir.sti':'n by thi? Comrisri'^'^.
.
i.e notf th-tt '"no of the reports ^enoratec' by the
Community Bisnute Services Division of the Americ'"'^ Arbitration
Ass'^C' at j 0'*'' ^''as docuT^-^toc^ ouite '..ell the lonr" delo'^^'s i'^ case
1-> ~ r» 2^
-J- ~ 'jvif^pji p''"'"' s ' t m '"'^^^ od s a^'' su' '^ e^.ts '^"•'''^t '^'^ noA'*
TJ-. —
Tne I'lana.'^omient Information System referred to herein represents
one of th*" -nroducts received by this ajencv as a result ^f a
contract entered into between MC/JD and the Com.m.unity Dispute
Services section of t^ie /jncrican Arbitration Association. T/is
contract \;ith American Arbitration A3S'^ci''^ti?n ^.'?s paid for
through a speciol r-rant secured by MC.'^D from t'lo Equal Emplo^Tient
Opportunity Commission on Sontember "3, 197^, ''.:hich funds v;ere
tyicn subcontracted to the TTj-vidor on I^ovember 17, 1976. The
pro?3ram is desi-pned to estoblis^"^ an in-house capability to increase
c^st effectiveness of this o'^onry in case nrocessinf^; s^necialized
stsff training for existing MC/J) invest i.frators and attorneys; and
the development and implementation of a com.puterized manacroment
inform.ation system, A copy cf the ,^rant contract and the sub-
contract are attached hereto and m.ari'od liihibits /J. and A2, .Ml
ether relev^2nt data conoemir'" this contract and its ir'^lcmo"^teti':*n
is rvoilable at th*"* office*" "^f t'o Comm^ sri '^'^ "Trir* .^y'.' ini'ero~tod
};erson.
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Conmisirior. vill r-3^'?rc r^ll cc.ccs filed prirr t.c Jcr.uary 1,
1977 r.s it? backlog. Since v/e c~^".')t ?.r!ticirrte full
inplemcntaticn of nc: cnsc proccssinr;;; procedurec until r.id-
Ju]y of 1977, v'O cannot ugo ? "91—day" ctandarc to define
b2cklo~. Hov.'e"^''or , v;o r^o anticipate c:^nsidr»rin3 i': ?'.s r
st-jndard in the vor^' near future.
Through our r.^iniial eye tern' • v;e have determined th?.t
this Cheney hac an open case inventory as of Hay Jl, 1977 of
3,f?ll cascc. This firnrc inoludcc cace? filod up to ^:^nd
includinr that date. For t/.o laat three r.ont:i ^^ericd, this
Cor?jni3!:ior. hao processed and clcaed some 6^'? cases. This
represents an ir.creane of cases closed for the sane T^eriod
curing 197^'. For tliis z^.no 99-dpy period, this Cornissicn has
secured and paid cut S,B3,G32.A6 in danaje a'"ards. This fi^ji-ire
represents an increase of 51,8G?,03 for the Grme period last
year. These sviinraries for the last 90 days hav^ been culled
fror' full reports for each of the last tiir?o months, copies of
\'^ich are attac^icd heret"i and narh.cd S^d^iibits C1,C? and C5.
/
^' The manual system cc r.^^ot ^e r-^^arc'ed as total?.y accurate and
those fi'p.ires are sub.'oct to revision upon full implcnentqtion
of the Kanascmcnt Information System vhic-'* is anticinated
som.otime in nid-Julv of 1977.

This increase ir production end rocovor^,' is directly relJitcc to
t^''iC' 2rriD}iSGir- ''^'^c'^ vt? '^qTo con'^cv'"'^ to our ots.'^''* ''t^'^ ro3pi?ct
to the bao'-ilc" prcblor, r>r v-ell our direct porticipatior in
the cn'-e rroocssin.;;; c^fz-r't, Vc I'rcer.'Ttan^ frorr* our G-^nercl
t'-'-o i'ir£:t. tir.? i*^ 5 ^'''^sir:: th?t Conrd 3ci onerc have been directly
invjlvc'J in the cace '>r'^oe.'3Ginj; effort, ThtC additional berofitr.
'if thi.i effrrt-sno pr-'K^'iction vhi'jh t: is cff-^rt and nroductior
"'.•a:: ^^ad '^n oteff ca'inot bo measured ^-y nurnbera Qr dollar? alone.
Not'-.-it'^atandin^ the aubstantial increase in procesair^;,
"0 cannot b^' ^atir-.f i --^d it ",ii. c reniair.in^, iix^'ontory haa been
brcu;^ht to a r.ana^oable level, and until ve have achieved a
"Cl~day" standard in dcfirin.? backlog; itself.
B • )'h"j T Q H "'"^r'' n '^a z'^c Prelirpinar^/ Ap''^eal.s
V'e noted in an earli'^r "action of this report ty"'.c-t
earlier attempts t'^a?t the bac':lc~ problcn usually generated
nr*.''''i-bacI:lo''a in ot'^o:^ operations of this agency. It ia
ir.^v'-r+'-nt to note at t' is juncture that durinr the relevant
dc?v period, t^"^ i r Cor'-lTion has hrou?^^:t caaea to pu'"*lic
i-r.'.-rj^v- fv/ eac^i o"^ •..•^ ' a ' '-a bec^ a ^tipieted cr dispcacd of
/
"-
-^ '—'-^
— •
*
—
"
T*^e Cor.iriasion is contj nitinr"; to enperinent vith nultl-trac^i
rcaordjn.';^ devices to r?~'cerd tcatir.O'"'y at aublic hearings to obviate
t'" need and expcnaa of costly court ateno.^raj^'hiers. The results
of tnese^'vu.ll be tJ:^o su^* oat and p-^rt of the second 90-da'"' report.
^''Ve hove been advised by our General Counsel that preliminary
fj->->>-.^r>2^ 2 hearin'^s '''^rc "^riTi-^j^n"' t ac^ieduled once or tvicc vear b'^'
fcrrr.cr adnin"' atrationa. T.hro^''"'^ our rule—mak.in-"" and nolicy na^-iin^
proceriureSj nralirri'^'"^" anToal 'loarin'^s \'ill be held c\'erv ^ 5 daySf
at least. Our present ac/;edulinfr has virtu^^lly eliminatec all
present pendin;;; apr-e'ls, aone o'f v'.'^ich d-?te bach to cases closed
durinj 197/:- and 1975.

icentifi2c' fiwcu^"-'- c-ir in'-'riir.l syston r.;mo ].2^i cases
icV: are j;.."^.itinr y-v-blic hearing, T'.irou:;!: our revised
icvloped T:rocedur'^c fo'" ciisniscin^ tho.-c caser> v;hivch do
not v;arrar.t ^>Ljblic hcarir.~s, and other pre-trial bearing
procedures vhic^: .'-hould help to substantially reduce and
eliirdnate this smaller bac'^loj of cases av;aitir.g public
hearing.
Fiarthor, durir.-'T this relevant e.n-day period, the
Comir.issior has scheduled some 102 preliminary appeal hearings.
Gone ccses v;ere hiOard on the merits and decit^ions issued.
Ar additional __cases v.-ere disposed of through the default
pro:::eQures
.
Viliile the tasi: of disi^.osing of a large number of
d::ted and aged oi)cn cases r.?y appear onerous, if not
i-npossible, v;'.t;i e limited staff resources currently'' available,
'.:e strongly belief"" tY.Lt MC/J*, through the implementation of
ne-' procedures and innovative teclmiques caiinot orJ.y keep
current vith cases filed at the Commission but can continue
to reduce the inventor}' of baclilcg rases that liavo plagued
t' is agency over the past fev; years.
V.'e discussed earlier the special EEOC grant v.'hich has
provided the funds for a training program; analysis of MCAD
nrocedures and the development of a Management Informstion
System, \.'hat follov:s is a summary of tliose procedures and
i^^ovrtions ^'hi c'l vhcn fully implem.ented v;ill alio""-; for pt.
Incr'^asec "p-t*^ o"^ ^^r-o ^y^o'^'^ss'' n^ a'ld result in the elimination
o:^ the I'C/J? hach.log.
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C. Trn' rin~ rn:" IJov Froceaur^s
IIC^L ^.^r, be-_?r: an extensive project utilizing; tho
cer"*'ic3r: of tl-ie Community Dispute Service Divicicn of the
/-:cric"ir. /j^bitration AG::ccintion calling for the implenentaticn
cf ri,""'' proc -'?c.'jrc.'3 ; the covclopTiort of a conrutorizcc riar.efcment
ir"'.'Grrr.-.ti on cyston-;; end t i*? traini^Tr of all otoff ir. irivcstif;;ritive
sl'-i'llr. Currently, the average l'C:D case ta':es more than 13
r.enthc to process. Upon the conpletion of the REOC funded
c /prelect,^- it ic er.tir.otc" that the average case vill be processed
iii or \;ithin 50 dayc.
The no'- procecures -./ill become operational in
' p^roxirnptely three r.ont'-c. They vdll include revised methods
for taking diccrinination complaints and will a.llov; staff to
r:uicl:ly dispose of cases that are frivolous or vjiithout obvious
rrerit. Aire to be implemented is the utilization of pre-
determination settlem.ent conferences v.'hich v;ill permit
resolution of cases prior to len^^thy invostisation. Fii.rther
streemlined investi'^ative ^"^ocedures are bein^ developed and vill
be stardardired to elimin'^te the current ad lioc approach to
fiLld ir.vesti rations.
Ir. crc'er to rscuro t^'O ouccess of the expedited case
recess i" ' pr'^ceaurer^ , •'^n intensive training pro;^^^— ^''^•^ been
''I'.ec.i'le'" for !!C:J) '^t' ff, Jv2ie ?0, ^97'^, a t^-'o veek initia?
tr' r"*^o~ram '.'ill f^'^mm'^nce f'^iv invo'^t i '"'^ tors and attor*neyr.
".rr ' itilirot.i "^n 'f nr."' ^T^o'^eluros a^d i:i basic negotiations,
..0 cxpec:: .tit nroductir.n rn(-^r t':e iiEOC ^r'^nt funded ccntr-'^ct
00 d eli'^'-T^rod or. or bcf-jre the 1 • t f'?.3' of h i
,
l'?7B,
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mediation, cor.cili?tior , f-.^ct- ^i'^.cir^, invccti^? live techniquec
-j>-i.']
~^'i^"i 3, 1 "b'l^^ "ti"'^ T "'^^ c (-> £ • Qr\'^ ''i'^'' ,'»'->'j — o p "t '^r?.'"''^ 1'"^ T^.'
•-
^"
i f'i cc/ -tl."' ir^ cr'c ''3X'LlT"i"''^'' irnT>r'ov" 'fc^i'^ cs-^o j .f'^coc^in'"
cpj "/ril i'^r 03 :)f tho Conr i lor
,
0*^20 '^r'Gcossi r*^ hcic .loor "too ec't''.bXisnm9n"t of o oo'^''^ii"tcTizGc'
r.OHc "omon't infon?.?.x ion. nyctorrt, Bc^iimin^; in or.rl}'' June, "the
Coriricsion './ill receivo ?. '-'eelily printout indicating the ctotus
cf 00.-::^ filocl at KC/D. T^-^-:- -y-ter: -.-ill free staff of tccicuG
record I'ocpin- and 3tc.tir.tic ^zthorinZy and more importantly,
^ifcirt t:ie CoTiniccion in i Ctcntif^^in^ problem areas in the cr-se
dicroGitlon proceos.
Many orr^ari oral o';c-^'~03 ore br'inp; i'nr.tituted to
complement the procediirr.l chan^roG at MC/iD. More note'-.'orthy is
t!'- formation of a ContrT-l Divicion. Comprised, of existing
s't:rff, the Control Di virion vill m.aintain the m.anagement
infcrm.aticn system, coordinate cchednlin;^ of LOFC appeals
hcar2n';:s and public rior.rin^s, monitor case processin:^, including;
the identification of bcttleneckE, and respond to inquiries
on the status of cases. In performin/^ these functions t}:e
Control Division vrill free the time of supervisory and investif^ative
st^ff and permit thorn to concentrate on the closing of cases.
D, L'"'";^! Int<^m.': rrd Volunteers - Special Task Force
In addition to t'-o cff-^-rts bein^ made under the ESOC
rro.joct, sneci?.! uni"^ s bei'*"" created to disnose of olccr oa.Tes
i"" t^e case inverrtory. T'"e '•nit 'all be^in operating on Ju'^.e 6,
197'^, for a period of thr''-- mcntris, a-^d '••.ill be coT^prised. '^f
I
c"^ ctudent:: h?.3 been vory borieficial to thic c?.;:ency and there
ir every ren~on to believe thr.t their cer^/ices this riiniuer vill
result in a 5i;^jiificcnt rc:>uction of the cane inventory.
III. G-'AFTEI: OF T]-:5 ACT3 OF in76-0THER EFFSCT3
V.'e believe thet the benefits to be derived from full-
tir;e comF»issioners cannot alv/ays be measured nuantitativcly,
\!z believe the presence of comr.issioners on a rc^lar full-tine
basis has produced an accountability v.iiich lias lent stability
to the agency and has helped create a more positive attitude
amon.'- emplo3''ces.
Continuin.'3 v;ith th" mandate of Section 5 of Chapter
^C^ 01 the Acts ?f 197'"", ve -<:ill nov; deal \.'ith certain other
effpctr produced by the passar^o of this legislation.
This Coirriissi on, as presently constituted, carj^.et
and '..ill not tal:e credit for all institutional and or~anizationa
chan?;es v:hich result in success to this ag;ency. There are
^overal such projects r.hich v/ere conceived during earlier
administrations -rnd continued during our immediate predecessor's
term of office. At several points in this report ve referred
to this pn^ency^z contr-iot v:ith the Community Dispute Services
Division of the American Arbitration Association for an
e'.'C'luati '-•n of 1>76 case processin^^ and an analysis of the
management str-jcturo of th"^ Commission A.'^ainct Discrimination,
The seeds for this innovative des.''.''n v.'cre first conceived by
former Chairr.an Glendcrri M, Piitnar;, Her initial efforts,
to'"other ' 'ith a fim 'j^-TMi ti^ont fr'"""^ o'^oretrrv of Adm. inistr'^- bion
•T'l F'mr.cQf Jobn R, Bnr-:loy, h elped t' brin';' t'lis 3">roposal
to its pre.c^ent r/t^ate. V.'e ar^'' oxtr-^mely j'l.oased to be a part

nelpo'i to accole""atp cortain roculto and [;;oP-l.r,, The
ConTir-oionerc , in unir'^'^., have de'.ionr.trp.tod t}ieir ccr.fidenco
in itG rotcntial and in itr, cffectivenesc. Full anc
ir'^cciato innlementatior- of its c^^lIz vill in t\im develop
fv;"'! ^^^i^countrbi] ity an'' ofiicicnry by every person in t^ir
a~ency,
B, Fedaral Grant Pro^rrTie
This agency ha a been the recipient for several
year.^ of a re£,Tilar rrant fron. f-^^e J^qiial Eriployment Opportunity
CoTiiniacion, In addition, this c^may ^.--as tlie ra'cipient of a
r.peaial [;rant from tlie Department of Ileusinr a^d Urban
De"^'alopm.er^t in the amou'^'t -r^f •'^•1??,000, v.bich "^uncr became
:-V'il'"ble Curi'T.''^ t^'"" r*''!! t 90-c;'^y period. '..Iii.le both of
these £_r?nts had been nojotiatac ^I'ior to our anpoi'^tment
,
individ'^al coni^j ssicner has nov/ been assii^'ned the
"•^oancnsibi 1 ty to nen''trr each of the ."^rant nro'^rans thereb"^'
reli ev:' n^';; our Gcner-^l CouTiael fran tliic adnini ztrative
responaibility a^d burden. It ia our hope that the additional
'•'ei^ht of the office cf ihe corr.nie3iorer ard his direct
l"//?lvGmeiit in the rrrnt pro'^ran. '. ill hel"'^ this agency i''^
A r.a.jer ac^ec^ cf t'"'ic Corrniaai'^n' r increased
."v.ri a':"'iction is it:- a^-c::lle:" Previa'-: aysten» The A-95
R'^vio'..' ^rccaar ~ r c^'j'*^aiete- ii'^' the Uriltod r.t"'tes Conarcca
y^-rM,T ^r;r>-f,-[r-'v-jc r>-f t'' c '-t'to ^'X\'^ ro'^ian^'il level, T^ertiaulcT'^lv
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ir.^'^zt. This rcviev; f -!r jti cr. '.::z jocr yczzzz. cn to t'liz
(?~~^z^'» I Jc "tv.' ^ '''K s"t c."-''" ^ " 2.<' C"' i v-v T v> Q 2_ p 2. ^ nd •^^^'v''' -^'>i_
rozourccc, our rrocccosGorc initiate:' a lir.ited pror^rir.
v.'herein MC/iD v/ould czr.-^ucz r civil rl Thto reviev; cf federal
,rr"^.t crrlicatior.c and -nrovlcc advir.ory ccmraertz to t'-.o
stcto cloaringhcucG in f^^e Office cf State Flcnjnin^, In
order to r^eet this comnit:r.cnt, the af^oncy had to divert
ncnT?al ctaff reGOurcec norra'^lly cnrp^cd in the Corr.iGGion'
a
rc^/.lar caae rroccccin^ friction
,
Cur predeceacor? recor;r.irod the ^jreat potential
tz ecLahlicl- equality o"^ '^yrntvnity in the delivery of
rcrviiec- and in emplo'.'iTi.erit betr t^ie atatc md municipal
level in the Comr.onv.'cclf . Ilajjaciuiaettc, -..it^out resort
to the eoniplaint process '.l'.' the use of tha A-C"5 Revie\: system,
Ho^-.-ever, the agency suffered via the diversion of resources
to t: is effort.
After having had the opportunity to reviev/ this
Comr.ission' s A-95 systerr., ^-.c recognized immediately that
present staff v/as over-extended in its function and could
not properly perfonri t'^? rcvie'.'s necessary and develop the
potential that the prcrooc v-ould othen-;ise provide.
Accrrcin.'3ly , \:c reques"^?d zur General Counsel to rcviev the
r'bT jrint negotiated hy our rrodeoessors and determine
'•;hcther cr not '.;e coulc ren'?Totiate the score of v;ork to
narrov the pro.ject ard rr/.tnict t: e scope substi'Lntially to
an C/^^' ^^s^o^ o^ z'^Z' / •''" '"' "^inh^ ^ t", t^ia cou 'd ho done

then the redircctior. cf thoGe f'jnds in tlieir entirety to tlie
c?velcpment a r?ull " t-t^ civil rights revicn- capa"bility
help tc insure e-uality of opportunity for minorities
"i^'C '..-o'non in -?11 etc to a.^.d focGrclly-assisted projects in the
Ccmc nv;ep 1th
.
V'ithin the relevant 9C-day period these nec'otiaticns
v:cr3 coHipletec and the scope of v;ork modified to emphasize the
expansion effort and to delete ether projects of a less
inpcrtant nature.
This policy change has had both an immediate and
positive effect. V.ith these increased resources, wo have been
able to prepare more substantive comments on the pending
applications, increase the n'^n:ber of reviev/s and develop a
^>ound and responsible relationship v;ith other state and
federal offices involved in this process. V.'e are particularly
^r-^tifiod to sec thiO T^uhlic response to this acti"»'"ity. A
copy of •?. recont Barton Globe editorial is attached hereto and
!ri?rhed 'ic^^ibit P.
T"ne acccle!''ati on and imnrovericnt cf this agency's
/'-T> rovie'-.' caponiljty vill I^elp to insure equal opportunity
for !::inorit '.Of: an.' '••OT:cn and assure tlic continued flov; cf
for- oral doll:-rr into t-:0' cities and to^T.s in the Cor.rp.cnv.'ealth
o'' Massachusetts.
IV. C0NCLU3IOIT
V, e '•••ill not '.isc this section of trie report to
s^i^i'^arizo all of tr ^ rzi^-^r vrich vo have ntt'-r.ptcr to artioula
ir ::^-e :"revious sections.' r.r -av-r, ve do feel t^'at it is
inportant tc reiterate that t.:-.s first 9''^-day report represents
!i
_] 9-
t'r.c "*"C30 lli'.e frcr. v'.Lc' "^hc next Vrveo reT^orts iccuo.
^•6"^ i''. it.L, vropcr Ic ji3lrli"\'c ".v-' hictoriccii ^'orcp^cti'^x
;
identify t^e major problemc facing this agency and the
Cc'ir.i cciorerc v.-hon we zooli office; and the immediate steps
v.'hicr. •.'o have talien to ccidress t!":c problems and the issues
facin:3 us. Some of our efforts have produced immediate and
xan^ible results. Others v.'ill take more time.
Respectfully submitted,

S>:hibit M - ESOC Grnn"^. Cantract No. EEO 76099 for tho amount
cf 171,539.^8
E::^.ibit A2 - A^^reoment i-etv.'oen I'C/iD and CcLimunity Dispute
Gervicco of the /inorican Arbitration Association
dated 17 November 1976.
ExI-iMt CI - March 1977
E:.-ibit C2 - April i:77
E:'hib:t C3 - May 1977
E:::.ibit D - Bost-n Globe Editorial
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MASSACHUSETTS COMMISSION AGAINST
DISCRIMINATION
Second Ninety-Day Report To The
Governor And Clerks Of The
Senate And House Pursuant To
Chapter 463, Of The Acts Of 1976
Respectfully submitted,
JANE C. EDMONDS, Chairman
ALEX RODRIGUEZ, Commissioner
SAMUEL STONEFIELD, Coimnissioner
Sfafe Library of Massacfiusetts
State House, Boston
Md
I'hls sccotid ii'..'i.y :r;y .Ivy^rl l, iv^puc tful 1 y GubiiiitLod
tjy ! 'jc three Jo;;i('ii i c)>j' I'.-j ef Du: i liiiL^uaehus'-- tts Coifiiriisjiion
'ifii-i. i; 1 .scr'"' fiotlon i/iit't:uunT. to t.he mandate of Chapter h63
of l!.e ..otj. of l97t'->.
I . .i: -i'i'!{UDii:'L'T0T4
':'>iis i'e]iort repre:jents the second subraission of the
r'asijacliusetts Commisision Against Discrimination detailing the
effect of the pasija^e of Chapter 463 of the Acts of 1976 upon
tne case disposition process of the Commission, and in particular,
on the reduction of the present backlog of pending cases.
For purposes of continuity, we respectfully call your
attention to the first Ninety Day Report submitted on or about
the 20th day of June, 1977.
II. I4ANAGEMENT REFORMS
The first Ninety Day Report submitted by this Commission
outlined in some detail the management reforms implemented by
the recently appointed full-time Commission and their objectives.
Many of the systems and plans detailed in that first report are
now in operation. Because we have experienced some delays in
implementing all aspects of this management information system,
the subcontract has been extended by agreement of all the
parties, up to and including January 28, 1978. However, the
Commission's case inventory, and training process, and the
establishment of standardized personnel policies have been
completed in full.
During the first 90 days of our tenure, we have completed
the plans and system to convert the various docketing, record-
keeping and report systems dealing with the status of cases

under investigation from a manual to an automated system.
Preliminary to this effort, an intensive two-day inventory
of all cases in the agency was necessary to determine the
exact status and location of each file and to determine the
number of files lost in prior years. The data was then
transcribed for coding and keypunching.
Lost files constitute a significant percentage of so-
called backlog. Admittedly, identification of "lost" cases
presents a serious problem. \7e have elected to address the
issue of "lost" cases in order to determine hov/ to deal
effectively with this segment of backlog virtually ignored
to date.
The present management information system enables the
agency to track the progress of each case through a number of
processes including investigation, conciliation, appeal and
public hearings.
Since June, v/e have been generating a full series of
reports on a bi-monthly basis. These reports include an
alphabetic listing by complainant and by respondent which
describes the most recent action on the case, the date of that
action and the person (investigator, staff attorney or Commis-
sioner) completing that action. Additionally, a case status
report lists the same information (event, date, person) for
each action taken on the case since it v/as filed; this
report lists the cases chronologically and in docket number order.
All three reports provide significant benefits as a management
tool v;ith the production of several bottleneck reports both
in detail and in summary. The bottleneck summary tells how

cian V {^ases are curreriLly in each event status. The bottleneck
detail lists the docket number and complainant's name for all
cases by status in order of elapsed days since the last action
(event). In this way, the Commission Is able to focus on the
cases that have been delayed in any one event for whatever
period of time it deems excessive and notify departmental
managers or individual staff personnel of the Commission's
concern for improvement.
The reports are used, also, to answer status inquiries
from the parties, EEOC, and other departments of the
Commonwealth on a timely basis. The response time for a
standard inquiry equals less than 30 seconds, sharply reduced
from the past high of several hours or even days.
Current efforts are being spent on "cleaning up the files,"
i.e., adding information previously omitted or deleting
extraneous data entered when the master file was created. It
should be noted that the computerized files are only as accurate
as the manual card file from which they were created. In a real
sense, we are correcting all of the record inaccuracies that
have been accumulated in the last ten years. Needless to say,
this is a project which will continue throughout the third
quarter,
III. THE BACKLOG EFFORT
One of the most difficult problems in dealing with backlog;
is to avoid creating sub or mini backlogs in other areas of the
Commission's operation. Equally important has been the diffi-
culty in maintaining high level case processing efficiency
together with the normal standards of due process to the
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parlies involved in a char^^e process. Increases in the
(|jantity of backlog cases resolved alone will not impress
the new Commission unless every reasonable effort has been
made to guarantee the rights of complainants and respondents
alike. Thus every administrative closeout, without a
determination on the merits, is without prejudice to the
complainant. Multiple levels of notice have been established
before a case is closed and every administrative closure is
susceptible to a re-opening by a complaining party for good
cause shown. Further, it has been established by this
Commission that the standards for "good cause" be liberally
applied
.
The obvious objective of any backlog approach is to dispose
of and to close as many cases as possible within the established
period of time. For purposes of this effort, we set a 6 to 8
week period for phase one that began on or about the 22nd day
of July, 1977. It continued for an 8 week period.
Our initial effort or first stage backlog produced certain
results. We have identified all open cases requiring further
processing for closure. We have identified a significant
number of "lost" cases on files which in turn will require a
strategy. Finally, we have during this period channelled
approximately 425 backlog case folders to staff for case
processing. The results follow:
1 . total number of cases in backlog effort 425
2. total number of cases closed 261
Phase two of the backlog effort was started on or about
October 7, 1977 contemporaneous with the implementation of
-4-

the new case processing techniques. ' As part of the nev/
processes, field representatives will be required to turn in
their older case load and v/ill be assigned current cases.
The returned case folders
,
together v/ith our orher non-current
cases, v/ill be treated as backlog and assigned to a fully
staffed backlog unit. This unit will consist of two senior
MCAD investigators, CETA employees, and approximately ten lav/
student interns. This unit will follow procedures similar to
those.- used in phase one. The results of this process will be
reviev/ed in our next report.
't'e have clearly accepted both the challenge and the mandate
of Chapter 463 of the A.cts of 1976, and have demonstrated our
commitment and intent to end this Commission's backlog problem.
To date, we have employed every reasonable effort to maintain
this commitment, and to continue to search for new ways and
methods to increase productivity on backlog case processing
while staying current on new charges.
'.Tiile inroads have been made into the backlog problem,
eliminatinn of the problem is clearly dependent upon more staff
and additional resources. In our first report to you, v/e noted
that while we recognized the need for econom.y and fiscal sense,
some additional funding and additional investigator's positions
v/ere critical to ultimate success to our goal and your mandate.
This continues to be true, and accordingly, v/e have projected
those positions in our fiscal 1979 Budget.
^^Section IV of this report v/ill deal briefly v;ith the nev;
case processing techniques. The processes and guidelines
therefore v/ere developed under the special ESOC grant more
fully described in our first report.

IV. NII\T£TY DAY STATISTICS FOR THE M0MTH5 OF JUI-H-:, JULY
AUGUST 1977
The follov/ing represents the comparative statistics for the
second ninety day period as compared v;ith the same period durinr
1976.
COMPARATIVE SUIJ'I^RY
JUNE - AUGUST 1976
JUNE - AUGUST 1977
A. IfEV/ COMPLAINTS RECEIVED
JUNE
JULY
AUGUST
1976
163
168
176
507
JWIE
JULY
AUGUST
1977
192
167
186
B. COMPL/iINTS CLOSED
JUNE
JULY
AUGUST
1976
147
223
159
529
JUNE
JULY
AUGUST
1977
139*
237
266
*Two week training session
During this period, case inventory has been reduced by 97
cases.
Total reduction of inventory during tenure of full-time
Commissioners to date - 311.
JUNE
JULY
AUGUST
MOIvETARY A^'/ARDS TO COMPLAINANTS
1976
4,861.40
15,160.50
10.687.00
30,708.90
JUTTE
JULY
AUGUST
1977
26,689.40
13,093.55
9,227.12
49,010.07
During this period monetary awards increased by '.,18,301.10
Total increase of monetary av/ards during tenure - 70,170.20
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V. CASE PROCESSING GUIDELIIsES
In the first 90 day report, we discussed in some detail
the special grant from the EEOC which we received and part of
which we used to develop nev; case processing guidelines for use
by this agency. The development of these techniques have been
the result of an intense collective effort by us and by the
Community Dispute Services of the American Arbitration
Association, These efforts have resulted in the development
of techniques for rapid charge case processing, guidelines
related thereto, and in-depth training sessions for all HC/iD
2/
staff in their use. On October 7, 1977, these techniques '
were put into practice and are part of present MCAD case proces
sing. These techniques will continue in use for a trial period
of some two months duration. Follov/ing this period, the workin
draft of guidelines v;ill again be subjected to intense review
and scrutiny by us.
'/e fully expect that the use of these techniques v/ill
permit MCAD to dispose of a complaint in or v;ithin 90 days from
the date of filing. Of equal importance, it is our expectation
that this tool will help to prevent this Commission from
developing a further backlog of cases. In the most simple
tenns, the nev; rapid charge case Drocessing techniques will be
used on all nev; filed cases, so-called current cases, v/hile a
special backlog team will devote its efforts to the so-called
older or backlog cases. Thus, we look upon the rapid charge
prccedur^es as not only a method to speed up all current case
27
A complete description of these guidelines and tecliniques are
available at the offices of the Commission, upon request.

processing but a preventive tool to deal v;ith backlog problems.
VI. cor:iiis3iON'3 other related activities
The following sections of this report v/ill deal with other
activities which this Commission maintains in addition to the
case investigative processes. It is important to outline, at
least in part, these additional activities in order that the
case processing sections and backlog efforts be shown in
perspective to the Commission's entire operation.
1. CASES CERTIFIED TO PUBLIC KEYRING
As the backlog effort continues, a certain number of cases
presently in the conciliation phase of case processing will be
moved more rapidly to certified cases for public hearing. At
least to some extent this movement represents a reduction of
backlog cases. To be more specific, cases v/hich have lingered
in the conciliation stage for too long a period of time, and which
by virtue of the date of filing are regarded as backlog cases,
v/ill be certified to public hearing v/hen a determination has
been made that conciliation is either unsuccessful or unrealistic.
Accordingly, the list of cases certified to public hearing should
be increasing substantially during the months of August, September
and October, 1977. To this end, the legal staff, and the office
of the General Counsel, v/ill be responsible for developing a
plan to deal efficiently and responsibly v:ith this secondary
backlog. V7e expect and anticipate tv/o plans to evolve. The
first will be a proposal for guidelines to deal v/ith the
conciliation process itself. These guidelines v/ill include time
frames, basic demands for different types of cases, scheduling of
-8-
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cases for conciliation efforts, and methods of techniques to be
used during this case processing function. These items repre-
sent only part of the topics to be covered in such guidelines.
The second plan which we anticipate will evolve out of this
effort will be some form of central litigation center wherein
cases certified to public hearing v/ill be filtered, reviewed and
put into a posture for dismissal, settlement or ultimate public
hearing. Once again, we expect certain guidelines to be
developed in order to dispose of this grov/ing mini-backlog of
cases
.
2. RULSS OF PROCEDURE
IXiring the backlog effort and the implementation of the
Management Information System and case processing techniques
developed by the Commission with the assistance of the Community
Dispute Service Section of the American Arbitration Association,
the Commission's Rules of Procedure have undergone constant
review and modification. This reviev/ was primarily intended to
bring our nev/ Rules into conformance v/ith the changes adopted by
the Commission via the Management Information System and the case
processing techniques and proposals suggested by CDS. This review
has helped the agency to discover inconsistencies, problem areas
and faults v/hich were not seen during the period when the
Commission promulgated the Rules of Procedure in the first
instance. Therefore, we anticipate that we v/ill be able to make
substantially all of the necessary revisions in the Rules of
Procedure contemporaneous with the implementation of our nev; case
processing techniques and Management Information System.

3. CREDIT GUIDELIINJES
This Commission has taken a most active role in the
development of Credit Guidelines vis-a-vis our state statute
and the recently promulgated federal guidelines on credit.
Very recently, changes were made at both levels and these
changes and modifications were adopted by the Commission on
September 1, 1977. A copy of the Commission's Credit Regulations
is attached hereto as Exhibit A,
4. FIELD OFFICES - SPRINGFIELD, WORCESTER, NEW BEDFORD
Under the provisions of the full-time Commission bill, so-
called, the legislature made provisions with respect to the
formal establishment of field offices for the Commission Against
Discrimination. In addition, the legislature provided and
delegated to the appointed Commissioners regional responsibility
with respect to these offices. This delegation has been followed
by the present Commissioners, and, in addition, certain additional
support services have been provided for these offices.
In the Springfield office of the Commission Against
Discrimination, we have developed a cadre of volunteers under
the supervision of a senior field representative to assist in
the case processing function carried on by this office. In
addition, the full-time commissioner resident of the Springfield
area has maintained a regular schedule of attendance and
participation in this ..ffice to assist in its management and
activities. This same commissioner has divided his time between
-10-
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Springfield and the 'worcester office. Certain difficulties in
maintaining staff personnel in './orcester have precluded the
Cormnission fror. developinp; the 'vorcester office as fully as
Springfield. However, it is anticipated that with the hiring
of new personnel on or about the first of October, 1977, this
problem will be obviated and the '..'orcester office will be
operating at full capacity shortly thereafter. In recent
years , attrition in our legal department have resulted in
spotty supervision of the New Bedford field office. During
this second ninety day period, the Commission has placed on
staff one additional attorney to be assigned the responsibility
of supervision of the New Bedford office, together with the
commissioner responsible for that operation. In addition to
general supervision of the office, this staff person has been
made responsible for the developm.ent of a volunteer staff to
assist in the operation of the New Bedford office and the
securing of some local members of the Bar to give a certain
number of hours per week for the maintenance of this office.
At the present time, there are two local New Bedford attorneys
v/ho have volunteered a number of hour3 per week pro bono to the
Commission Against Discrimination for assistance in the New
Bedford office. It is expected that full implementation of a
volunteer program will have taken place by the end of October,
1977.
5. EEOC FEDERAL GRAIsTT PROGRAII - 1977-1978
On November 3Cl 1977, the present EEOC Grant Program to
this agency will come to an end. It is important to reiterate
-11-
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how valuable this grant has been to this agency. Beginning in
1969, with a grant of less than C20,000. this grant has
developed and expanded to more than J 200, 000. 09. r.s we noted
in our first report to you, this grant is responsible and
supports the entire legal division of the Massachusetts
Commission Against Discrimination, as well as a large number of
field representatives and support service personnel,
v.^ith the appointment by the President of a new chair to
the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission the commissioners
of IICi\D took the opportunity to travel to Washington en banc
and meet v/ith Chairman Norton and her representatives. The
purpose of this meeting v;as to lay the ground work for the
negotiation of an even larger grant program. V.Tiile a
substantial increase in funding may not occur during this
contract period, v/e feel confident that the basis has been laid
for substantial expansion of this grant and program during the
1978-1979 period. However, we have not yet determined that we
cannot secure some additional funding for the present fiscal
period. During the second v/eek of September, 1977, this
Commission's General Counsel began meeting v;ith EEOC representa-
tives for the formulation of a new contract and further funding.
The exact nature of the contract, the grant and the funding will
be available in either an addendum to this report or in our next
report to you.
6. FIBLIC INFORJ'ATION
i-.s part of the personnel cutback mandated by the Office of
Administration and Finance during 1975-1976, the then constituted
Commission opted to drop the position entitled "Public Information
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Officer." \.*hile there was some concern that an agency this
small did not require its ov.ti internal information officer, this
Commission has felt the loss of this office and the staff person
v/orking therefrom. Many of the major efforts of the Comjnission and
the elem.ents of its reorganization require public notice, public
hearing and exposure to both the complainants' and respondents'
bar. This function, normally carried out by the I^iblic Information
Officer, has been sorely missed. Accordingly, the commissioners
three have individually and collectively assumed this function
and have devoted large amounts of their personal and private time
to radio, television, nev/spaper and other media appearances in
order to carry out this function. It is estimated that the three
- commissioners have had more than 50 personal appearances and/or
interviews carried in the major media. These have included both
of Boston's nev/spapers, two national magazines, most of Boston's
local TV news programs and talk shows. Before the end of
September, 1977, the commissioners v/ill meet en banc with a major
cormnittee of the Boston Bar Association to discuss the implementa-
tion of the Commission's Management Information System and case
processing procedures. On balance, this exposure has been
received very well and the audience most receptive. It has
established an avenue of comjnunication wherein the Commission can
respond to the needs of both the complainant and respondent bar
alike. It is this Commission' ^ hope that this public image and
public relations aspect will continue, however, vre intend to narrov^
the scope by meeting individually and collectively v/ith advocacy
type groups rather than general exposure. During coming months,
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v/e intend to be meeting with representatives of the Massachu -
setts Law Reform Institute, the Committee for Civil Rights
under the Law, other committees of the Boston and the
Kassachusetts Bar Association, and those other groups that have
vested interests in the multiple jurisdiction over which this
agency has statutory authority.
7. TH5 IInTTERN PR0GRAI>1
From time to time over the past two or three years, this
Commission has made some use of volunteers from the local law
schools and colleges. These individuals have been placed in
various volunteer functions v/ith the agency but, primarily in
either the law department or as assistants in \7riting cases
for the office of Field Operations. The success of these
volunteers and legal intern programs has prompted this Commis-
sion to make a concerted effort this fall to develp a broader-
based program for each semester for the next tv/o years. We
intend to prepare a plan for legal and non-legal interns to be
culled from the various local law schools and colleges. This
plan should be available v.dthin the next 10 days and implemen-
tation thereof completed by the end of November, 1977. It is
our expectation that we will attract as many as 20 volunteer legal
and non-legal interns working for each semester, in the office of
the Commission under the direction of two senior field representa-
tives, who, in turn, v/ill be under the supervision of the Director
of Investigations and the General Counsel. In consideration of
their services, the Commission has provided and v;ill provide a
detailed curriculum to the student's school as v/ell as supervision
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and evaluation of the student assigned to the agency. Evalu-
ations by the Commission will be .forv;arded to the student's
school. In many instances volunteers are actually working
for course credit, and, therefore, their work product has
normally and generally been excentional
8. feder.-x/st;.tf. civil rights rsviev;
During the past ninety days, the division staff initiated
the implementation of the grant reviev; program for state and
federal grants in fulfilling the HUD grant contract entered into
during the previous quarter. Start-up administrative activity,
such as the recruitment and hiring of personnel; staff training
and development of program objectives were accomplished.
Additionally, the following activities were achieved during the
90 day time span:
a. Standard operating procedures for A-95 review were
developed.
b. Draft affirmative action guidelines for housing and
employment have been developed.
c. Initial program development for review of state grant
projects v;ere developed v'ith the Executive Office of Environmental
;-.ff£.irs.
d. ''car final drafts of department of Community Affairs
Affirmative Actinn guidelines have been negotiated and will be
the subject of public hearings v;ithin the next U3 days.
e. Memoranda of Agreements with a significant number of
cities and tov;ns have been entered into, follovring negotiations.
These Temoranda of Agreements include, for tlie first tine, the
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requirement for the development of affirmative fair housing
programs by cities and tov.Tis,
f. A training conference for cities and tov.Tis to direct
them in the reviev; methods and operations of the Commission v/as
held in June. Approximately 50 cities and tov.Tis attended
the conference along v;ith representatives from certain state
organizations. 3eyond providing technical assistance and
information v.^ith respect to recent program developments by
the federal Office of Revenue Sharing.
g. Civil Rights Reviev; - a number of reviews were con-
ducted under the >i-95 review process of cities' and tov/ns'
applications. Additional follov/-up occurred on comments made
during the previous quarter, such as the City of Boston's
Community Development Block Grant Application. The commissioners
met v/ith the Secretary of HUD, as well as a number of other federal
officials, with respect to issues raised in that report in an
attempt to effect solutions to those issues.
9. GEIv^AL COMi-ErTTS
'..Tiile a portion of the initial three months time span was
devoted to program initiation and developments of advisory
guidelines, this next quarter, of September through November, v/ill
provide the first real test of full implementation of the
programs. It is anticipated that large numbers of communities
v;ill come into compliance with the Commission through the
development of I'emoranda of Agreements by the development of
affirmative action programs in the area of internal public
employment, contract compliance, and housing.
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10. PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT COMPLAINT ACTIVITY
Two field investigators are assl^ed to the division to
conduct investigation of complaints filed against public sector
employers at the state, county and local level. During this
time approximately 3^ public sector cases were completed by the
two field investigators. Additionally, liaison work began with
the newly appointed State Director of Affirmative Action in
integrating elements of that office's programs into both the
Commission complaint procedure and to the civil rights review
procedure under A-95 state reviews.
11 . CONTRACT COMPLIANCE
Renewed attention with respect to the enforcement of the
contract compliance program was initiated. The Commission
formed a Construction Task Force, consisting of Commission and
other public agency members who are involved or impact the
issue of minority and female employment in the construction
industry. Initial progress in this area included assistance
in the development of proposed contract language for use by
state agencies (and local government) on the Part II, Public
Works Program. Additionally, the Commissioner of Labor and
Industries will be issuing an official ruling on the ability
of state, city and town entities to fulfill their Economic
Development Administration . requirements within the framework
of certain state bid statutes.
The Commission has also completed a redraft of the proposed
public hearing guidelines for initiation of formal non-compliance
proceedings against state contractors who appear to have failed
to meet numerical hiring goals. Preliminary activity is prepared

with respect to hearings of those complaints within the next
thirty days.
1 2 . FEDEPtAL OFFICE OF REVKNUK SHARING
The Commission continued to assist local cities and towns
in developing their response to the findings, or investigations,
by the Federal Office of Revenue Sharing of allegations of
discrimination under the act. As an example, the Corrjnission
was able to negotiate a Memorandum of Agreement with the City
of Melfrose which allowed the Office of Revenue Sharing to close
the case, absent a formal finding of discrimination, but providing
a specific remedy as required.
13. EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
The creation of a full-time commission has allowed us to
institute certain management changes. The present Chairman
serves as the chief administrative officer and carries out
the administrative functions formerly performed by the director
of administration
. The position of executive secretary,
created at the inception of the MCAD was occupied by one person
until his resignation in 1976. From 1976 until September 1977,
the executive secretary's position was vacant. With both the
position of Executive Secretary and Director of Administration
vacant, we made a careful study of both positions, the salaries,
Job descriptions, and the Agency's needs with respect to
administrative function. We determined to fill the position
7 __
The individual holding this position was brought to MCAD by
the former chairman under an IPA transfer with the Department
of Housing and Urban Development absorbing almost 50% of his
salary. By mutual agreement, the IPA transfer terminated on
the 30th of June, 1977, and the person holding the position
returned to his post at HUD in San Francisco, California.
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of Executive Secretary and began immediately a long and hard
search for the best qualified person to fill this post. \Ie
screened more than 35 applications and interviev/ed approximately
10 candidates, four of whom were finalists. On or about the
first of September, 1977, the Commissioners unanimously
selected Ms. Virginia Parks for the post of Executive Secretary,
V.^ith the Executive Secretary in place, the Commissioners
now have more available time to carry out the policy making and
quasi-judicial functions of the Agency.
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REGULATIONS CONCERNING DISCRIMINATION IN CREDIT
Pursuant to Massachusetts General Laws, Chapter 30A, Section 2(3),
the Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination has found
that immediate adoption of these amendments is necessary for the
preservation of the general welfare. Therefore, observation of
the requirements of notice and public hearing prior to their
effective date would be contrary to the public interest.
SECTION 1. AUTHORITY, SCOPE, ENFORCEMENT, FEDERAL
INTERPRETATIONS, EFFECTIVE DATE.
(a) Authority and Scope . This Regulation comprises the
regulations issued by the Massachusetts Commission Against Dis-
crimination pursuant to §3(5) of Chapter 151B of the General Laws.
This Regulation implements the following provisions of Massachusetts
statutory law: §§4(3B), 4(10), 4(14) and 5 of Chapter 151B of
the General Laws and §98 of Chapter 272 of the General Laws (the
foregoing statutory provisions are referred to herein collectively
as the "Credit Discrimination Statutes"). Except as otherwise
provided herein, this Regulation applies to all persons who are
creditors, as defined in §2(m).
(b) Administrative Enforcement . Compliance with the
requirements imposed under the Credit Discrimination Statutes and
this Regulation shall be enforced by the Commission.
(c) Interpretations by the Board of Governors . The
Commission takes note of the fact that this Regulation is similar
in scope and terminology to Regulation of the Board of Governors
of the Federal Reserve System. Because of the substantive
similarities between many of the provisions of this Regulation
and the comparable provisions of Regulation B, the Commission has
established the procedure specified below in this §l(c) regarding
the effect to be given by the Commission to official Board
interpretations and official staff interpretations^ which are
issued under Regulation B by the Board or by a duly authorized
official of the Board.
Each official Board interpretation and official staff
interpretation, whether issued prior to, on or subsequent to the
date of this Regulation, that interprets a provision of Regulation B
that is similar in substance to a provision of this Regulation
shall, until rescinded by the Board, be deemed by the Commission
1 12 CFR 202.
2 See the description of "official Board interpretations" and
"official staff interpretations" appearing at §202. 1(d) of
Regulation B.
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to be an advisory ruling issued by the Commission under §8 of
Chapter 30A of the General Laws. If the Commission determines
that any official Board interpretation or official staff inter-
pretation that is deemed to be an advisory ruling is contrary to
the purposes or meaning of any of the Credit Discrimination
Statutes, the Commission shall commence an amendment process
under §2 of Chapter 30A of the General Laws to amend the pro-
visions of this Regulation that were interpreted by the applica-
ble official Board Interpretation or official staff interpreta-
tion.
If any provision of Regulation B is amended by the
Board and the provision so amended is similar in substance to a
provision of this Regulation, the Commission shall, as soon as
practicable after the Board's promulgation of the amendment,
commence an amendment process under §2 of Chapter 30A of the
General Laws with a view toward determining if the provisions of
the Credit Discrimination Statutes would be supported by the
adoption of a similar amendment to this Regulation.
(d) Interpretation . This Regulation shall be interpreted
in a manner consistent with the Federal Equal Credit Opportunity
Act and Regulation B as they may from time to time be interpreted
or amended.
(e) Severability The provisions of this Regulation are
severable, and the fact that any provision is found to be invalid
for any reason shall not affect the validity of any other pro-
vision.
(f) Effective Date . Unless otherwise stated, this Regulation
shall be effective with respect to all transactions occurring on
or after June 1, 1977.
(g) Repeal of Existing Regulations . This Regulation hereby
repeals the COMMISSION'S REGULATIONS CONCERNING DISCRIMINATION IN
CREDIT BECAUSE OF SEX OR MARITAL STATUS, effective date January
31, 1975, as amended August 1, 1975.
SECTION 2. DEFINITIONS AND RULES OF CONSTRUCTION.
For the purposes of this Regulation, unless the context
indicates otherwise, the following definitions and rules of
construction shall apply.
(a) Account means an extension of credit. When employed in
relation to an account, the word use refers only to open end
credit
.
i
(b) Adverse action . (1) For the purposes of notification
of action taken, statement of reasons for denial, and record
retention, the term means:
(1) a refusal to grant credit in substantially
the amount or on substantially the terms requested by
an applicant unless the creditor offers to grant
credit other than in substantially the amount or on
substantially the terms requested by the applicant and
the applicant uses or expressly accepts the credit
offered; or
(ii) a termination of an account or an unfavorable
change in the terms of an account that does not affect
all or a substantial portion of a classification of a
creditor's accounts; or
(iii) a refusal to increase the amount of credit
available to an applicant when the applicant requests
an increase in accordance with procedures established
by the creditor for the type of credit involved.
(2) The term does not include:
(i) a change in the terms of an account expressly
agreed to by an applicant; or
(ii) any action or forbearance relating to an
account taken in connection with inactivity, default,
or delinquency as to that account; or
(iii) a refusal to extend credit at a point of
sale or loan in connection with the use of an account
because the credit requested would exceed a previously
established credit limit on the account; or
(iv) a refusal to extend credit because applicable
law prohibits the creditor from extending the credit
requested; or
(v) a refusal to extend credit because the
creditor does not offer the type of credit or credit
plan requested.
(c) Age refers only to natural persons and means the
number of fully elapsed years from the date of an applicant's
birth.
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(d) Applicant refers only to natural persons and means any
such natural person who either requests or has received, within
the Commonwealth, an extension of credit from a creditor, and
includes any such natural person who is or may be contractually
liable regarding an extension of credit other than a guarantor,
surety, endorser, or similar party.
(e) Application means an oral or written request for an
extension of credit that is made in accordance with procedures
established by a creditor for the type of credit requested. The
term does not include the use of an account or line of credit to
obtain an amount of credit that does not exceed a previously
established credit limit. A completed application for credit
means an application in connection with which a creditor has
received all the information that the creditor regularly obtains
and considers in evaluating applications for the amount and type
of credit requested (including, but not limited to, credit
reports, any additional information requested from the applicant,
and any approvals or reports by governmental agencies or other
persons that are necessary to guarantee, insure, or provide
security for the credit or collateral); provided, however, that
the creditor has exercised reasonable diligence in obtaining such
information. Where an application is incomplete respecting
matters that the applicant can complete, a creditor shall make a
reasonable effort to notify the applicant of the incompleteness
and shall allow the applicant a reasonable opportunity to complete
the application.
(f) Board means the Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System.
(g) Commission means the Massachusetts Commission Against
Discrimination.
(h) Consumer credit means credit extended to a natural
person in which the money, property, or service that is the
subject of the transaction is primarily for personal, family, or
household purposes.
(i) Contractually liable means expressly obligated to repay
all debts arising on an account by reason of an agreement to that
effect.
( j ) Credit means the right granted by a creditor to an
applicant to defer payment of a debt, incur debt and defer its
payment, or purchase property or services and defer payment
therefor
.
(k) Credit card means any card, plate, coupon book, or
other single credit device existing for the purpose of being
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used from time to time upon presentation to obtain money, prop-
erty, or services on credit.
(1) Credit Discrimination Statutes means the following
provisions of the General Laws: §§4(3B)
,
4(10), 4(14) and 5 of
Chapter 151B and §98 of Chapter 272.
(m) Creditor means a person, including, but not limited to,
banks, trust companies, licensed lenders, mortgage lenders,
savings and loan associations, credit unions, credit card issuers,
utility companies, finance companies, wholesale and retail merchants,
and educational institutions, who, in the ordinary course of
business regularly participates in the decision of whether or not
to extend credit. The term includes an assignee, transferee, or
subrogee of an original creditor who so participates; but an
assignee, transferee, subrogee, or other creditor is not a creditor
regarding any violation of any Credit Discrimination Statute or
this Regulation committed by the original or another creditor
unless the assignee, transferee, subrogee, or other creditor knew
or had reasonable notice of the act, policy, or practice that
constituted the violation before its involvement with the credit
transaction. The term does not include a person whose only
participation in a credit transaction involves honoring a credit
card.
(n) Credit transaction means every aspect of an applicant's
dealings with a creditor regarding an application for, or an
existing extension of, credit including, but not limited to,
information requirements; investigation procedures; standards of
creditworthiness; terms of credit; furnishing of credit informa-
tion; revocation, alteration, or termination of credit; and
collection procedures.
(o) Discriminate against an applicant means to treat an
applicant less favorably than other applicants.
(p) Elderly means* an age of 62 or older.
(q) Empirically derived credit system . (1) The term means
a credit scoring system that evaluates an applicant's credit-
worthiness primarily by allocating points (or by using a com-
parable basis for assigning weights) to key attributes describing
the applicant and other aspects of the transaction. In such a
system, the points (or weights) assigned to each attribute, and
hence the entire score:
(i) are derived from an empirical comparison of
sample groups or the population of creditworthy and
non-creditworthy applicants of a creditor who applied
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for credit within a reasonable preceding period of
time; and
(11) determine, alone or In conjunction with an
evaluation of additional Information about the appli-
cant, whether an applicant Is deemed creditworthy.
( 2 ) A demonstrably and statistically sound, empirically
derived credit system Is a system:
(1) In which the data used to develop the
system, if not the complete population consisting of
all applicants, are obtained from the applicant file
by using appropriate sampling principles;
(11) which is developed for the purpose of predicting
the creditworthiness of applicants with respect to the
legitimate business interests of the creditor utilizing
the system, including, but not limited to, minimizing
bad debt losses and operating expenses in accordance
with the creditor's business judgment;
(ill) which, upon validation using appropriate
statistical principles, separates creditworthy and
non-creditworthy applicants at a statistically sig-
nificant rate; and
(iv) which is periodically revalidated as to its
predictive ability by the use of app.^'opriate statis-
tical principles and is adjusted as necessary to
maintain its predictive ability.
(3) A creditor may use a demonstrably and statis-
tically sound, empirically derived credit system obtained from
another person or may obtain credit experience from which such a
system may be developed. Any such system must satisfy the tests
set forth in subsections (1) and (2); provided that, if a
creditor is unable during the development process to validate
the system based on its own credit experience in accordance with
subsection (2) (ill), then the system must be validated when
sufficient credit experience becomes available. A system that
fails this validity test shall henceforth be deemed not to be a
demonstrably and statistically sound, empirically derived credit
system for that creditor.
(r) Extend credit and extension of credit mean the granting
of credit in any form and include, but are not limited to,
credit granted in addition to any existing credit or credit
limit; credit granted pursuant to an open end credit plan; the
refinancing or other renewal of credit, including the Issuance
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of a new credit card in place of an expiring credit card or In
substitution for an existing credit card; the consolidation of
two or more obligations or the continuance of existing credit
without any special effort to collect at or after maturity.
(s) Good faith means honesty in fact in the conduct or
transaction.
(t) Inadvertent error means a mechanical, electronic, or
clerical error that a creditor demonstrates was not intentional
and occurred notwithstanding the maintenance of procedures
reasonably adapted to avoid any such error.
(u) J udgmental system of evaluating applicants means any
system for evaluating the creditworthiness of an applicant other
than a demonstrably and statistically sound, empirically derived
credit system.
(v) Marital status means the state of being unmarried,
married, or separated, as defined by applicable State law. For
the purposes of this Regulation the term "unmarried" includes
persons who are single, divorced, or widowed.
(w) Negative factor or value , in relation to the age of
elderly applicants, means utilizing a factor, value, or weight
that is less favorable regarding elderly applicants than the
creditor's experience warrants or is less favorable than the
factor, value, or weight assigned to the class of applicants
that are not classified as elderly applicants and are most
favored by a creditor on the basis of age.
(x) Open end credit means credit extended pursuant to a
plan under which a creditor may permit an applicant to make
purchases or obtain loans from time to time directly from the
creditor or indirectly by use of a credit card, check, or other
device as the plan may provide. The term does not include
negotiated advances under an open end real estate mortgage or a
letter of credit.
(y) Person means a natural person, corporation, government
or governmental subdivision or agency, trust, estate, partner-
ship, cooperative, or association.
(z) Pertinent element of creditworthiness , in relation to
a judgmental system of evaluating applicants, means any informa-
tion about applicants that a creditor obtains and considers and
that has a demonstrable relationship to a determination of
creditworthiness
.
(aa) Prohibited basis means race, color, religion, national
origin, sex, marital status, or age (provided that the applicant
has the capacity to enter into a binding contract); or the fact
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that all or part of the apDlicant's income derives from any
public assistance program.
^
(bb) Public assistance prop;ram means any Federal, State, or
local governmental assistance program that provides a continuing,
periodic income supplement, whether premised on entitlement or
need. The term includes, but is not limited to. Aid to Families
with Dependent Children, food stamps, rent and mortgage supple-
ment or assistance programs. Social Security and Supplemental
Security Income, medical assistance, and unemployment compensa-
tion.
(cc) State means any State, the District of Columbia, the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, or any territory or possession of
the United States.
(dd) Captions and catchlines are intended solely as aids to
convenient reference, and no inference as to the substance of any
provision of this Regulation may be drawn from them.
(ee) Footnotes shall have the same legal effect as the text
of this Regulation, whether they are explanatory or illustrative
in nature.
3 The first clause of the definition is not limited to charac-
teristics of the applicant. Therefore, "prohibited basis"
as used in this Regulation refers not only to the race,
color, religion, national origin, sex, marital status, or
age of an applicant, but refers also to the characteristics
of individuals with whom an applicant deals. This means,
for example, that, under the general rule stated in section
4, a creditor may not discriminate against a non-Jewish
applicant because of that person's business dealings with
Jews, or discriminate against an applicant because of the
characteristics of persons to whom the extension of credit
relates (e.g., the prospective tenants In an apartment
complex to be constructed with the proceeds of the credit
requested), or because of the characteristics of other
inc''ividuals residing in the neighborhood where the property
offered as collateral is located. A creditor may take into
account, however, any applicable law, regulation, or execu-
tive order, restricting dealings with citizens or governments
of other countries or imposing limitations regarding credit
extended for their use.
The second clause is limited to an applicant's receipt
of public assistance income.
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SECTION 3. SPECIAL TREATMENT FOR CERTAIN CLASSES OF TRANS-
ACTIONS.
(a) Classes of transactions afforded special treatment .
The following classes of transactions are afforded specialized
treatment
:
(1) extensions of credit relating to transactions
under public utility tariffs involving services provided through
pipe, wire, or other connected facilities if the charges for
such public utility services, the charges for delayed payment,
and any discount allowed for early payment are filed with, or
reviewed or regulated by, an agency of the Federal government, a
State, or a political subdivision thereof;
(2) extensions of credit subject to regulation under
section 7 of the Securities Exchange Act of 193^ or extensions
of credit by a broker or dealer subject to regulation as a
broker or dealer under the Securities Exchange Act of 193^;
(3) extensions of incidental consumer credit, other
than of the types described in subsections (a)(1) and (2):
(i) that are not made pursuant to the terms of a
credit card account;
(ii) on which no finance charge as defined in
section 1 of Chapter l^OC of the General Laws is or
may be imposed; and
(iii) that are not payable by agreement in more
than four instalments; and
(^) extensions of credit primarily for business or
commercial purposes, including extensions of credit primarily
for agricultural purposes, but excluding extensions of credit of
the types described in subsections (a)(1) and (2).
(b) Public utilities credit . The following provisions of
this Regulation shall not apply to extensions of credit of the
type described in subsection (a)(1):
(1) section 5(d)(1) concerning inform.ation about
marital status;
(2) section 10 relating to furnishing of credit
information; and
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(3) section 12(b) relating to record retention.
(c) Securities credit . The following provisions of this
Regulation shall not apply to extensions of credit of the type
described in subsection (a)(2):
(1) section 5(c) concerning information about a
spouse or former spouse;
(2) section 5(d)(1) concerning information about
marital status;
(3) section 5(d)(3) concerning information about the
sex of an applicant;
(4) section 7(b) relating to designation of name, but
only to the extent necessary to prevent violation of rules
regarding an account in which a broker or dealer has an interest,
or rules necessitating the aggregation of accounts of spouses
for the purpose of determining controlling interests, beneficial
interests, beneficial ownership, or purchase limitations and
restrictions
;
(5) section 7(c) relating to action concerning open
end accounts, but only to the extent the action taken is on the
basis of a change of name or marital status;
(6) section 7(d) relating to signature of a spouse or
other person;
(7) section 10 relating to furnishing of credit
information; and
(8) section 12(b) relating to record retention.
(d) Incidental credit . The following provisions of this
Regulation shall not apply to extensions of credit of the type
described in subsection (a)(3):
(1) section 5(c) concerning information about a spouse
or former spouse;
(2) section 5(d)(1) concerning information about
mariMl status;
(3) section 5(d)(2) concerning information about
income derived from alimony, child support, or separate main-
tenance payments;
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(4) section 5(d)(3) concerning Information about thi^
sex of an applicant to the extent necessary for medical records
or similar purposes;
(5) section 7(d) relating to signature of a spouse or
other person;
(6) section 9 relating to notifications;
(7) section 10 relating to furnishing of credit
information; and
(8) section 12(b) relating to record retention.
(e) Business credit . The following provisions of this
Regulation shall not apply to extensions of credit of the type
described in subsection (a)(4):
(1) section 5(d)(1) concerning information about
marital status;
(2) section 9 relating to notifications, unless an
applicant, within 30 days after oral or written notification
that adverse action has been taken, requests in writing the
reasons for such action;
(3) section 10 relating to furnishing of credit
information; and
(4) section 12(b) relating to record retention,
unless an applicant, within 90 days after adverse action has
been taken, requests in writing that the records relating to the
application be retained.
SECTION 4. GENERAL RULE PROHIBITING DISCRIMINATION.
A creditor shall not discriminate against an applicant on a
prohibited basis regarding any aspect of a credit transaction.
SECTION 5. RULES CONCERNING APPLICATIONS.
(a) Discouraging applications . A creditor shall not make
any oral or written statement. In advertising or otherwise, to
applicants or prospective applicants that would discourage on a
prohibited basis a reasonable person from making or pursuing an
application.
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(b ) General rules concerning requests for Information .
(1) Except as otherwise provided in this section, a creditor may
request any information in connection with an application.^
(2) Notwithstanding any other provision of this
section, a creditor shall request an applicant's race/national
origin, sex, and marital status as required in section 13 of
Regulation B (information for monitoring purposes). In addition,
a creditor may obtain such information as may be required by a
regulation, order, or agreement issued by, or entered into with,
a court or an enforcement agency (including the Attorney General
of the United States or a similar State official) to monitor or
enforce compliance with any Credit Discrimination Statute, this
Regulation, or other Federal or State statute or regulation.
(3) The provisions of this section limiting permis-
sible information requests are subject to the provisions of
section 7(e) regarding insurance and sections 8(c) and (d)
regarding special purpose credit programs.
(c) Information about a spouse or former spouse . (1) Except
as permitted in this subsection, a creditor may not request any
information concerning the spouse or former spouse of an applicant
(2) A creditor may request any information concerning
an applicant's spouse (or former spouse under (v) below) that may
be requested about the applicant if:
(1) the spouse will be permitted to use the
account; or
(ii) the spouse will be contractually liable upon
the account; or
(iii) the applicant is relying on the spouse's
income as a basis for repayment of the credit requested; or
4 This subsection is not intended to limit or abrogate any
Massachusetts or other law regarding privacy, privileged
information, credit reporting limitations, or similar re-
strictions on obtainable information. Furthermore, per-
mission to request information should not be confused with
how it may be utilized, which is governed by section 6
(rules concerning evaluation of applications).
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(Iv) the applicant resides in a community property
State or property upon which the applicant is relying as a
basis for repayment of the credit requested is located in
such a State; or
(v) the applicant is relying on alimony, child
support, or separate maintenance payments from a spouse or
former spouse as a basis for repayment of the credit requested.
(3) A creditor may request an applicant to list any
account upon which the applicant is liable and to provide the
name and address in which such account is carried. A creditor
may also ask the names in which an applicant has previously
received credit.
(d) Information a ci'editor may not request
. (1) If an
applicant applies for an individual, unsecured account, a creditor
shall not request the applicant's marital status, unless the
applicant resides in a community property State or property upon
which the applicant is relying as a basis for repayment of the
credit requested is located in such a State."* Where an appli-
cation is for other than individual, unsecured credit, a creditor
may request an applicant's marital status. Only the terms "married,"
"unmarried," and "separated" shall be used, and a creditor may
explain tnat the category "unmarried" includes single, divorced,
and widowed persons.
(2) A creditor shall not inquire whether any income
stated in an application is derived from alimony, child support,
or separate maintenance payments, unless the creditor appro-
priately discloses to the applicant that such income need not be
5 This provision does not preclude requesting relevant infor-
mation that may indirectly disclose marital status, such as
asking about liability to pay alimony, child support, or
separate maintenance; the source of income to be used as a
basis for the repayment of the credit requested, which may
disclose that it is a spouse's income; whether any obliga-
tion disclosed by the applicant has a co-obligor, which may
disclose that the co-obligor is a spouse or former spouse;
or the ownership of assets, which may disclose the interest
of a spouse, when such assets are relied upon in extending
the credit. Such inquiries are allowed by the general rule
of subsection (b)(1).
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revealed if the applicant does not desire the creditor to con-
sider such income in determining the applicant's creditworthi-
ness. Since a general inquiry about income, without further
specification, may lead an applicant to list alimony, child
support, or separate maintenance payments, a creditor shall
provide an appropriate notice to an applicant before inquiring
about the source of an applicant's income, unless the terms of
the inquiry (such as an inquiry about salary, wages, investment
income, or similarly specified income) tend to preclude the
unintentional disclosure of alimony, child support, or separate
maintenance payments.
(3) A creditor shall not request the sex of an appli-
cant. An applicant may be requested to designate a title on an
application form (such as Ms., Miss, Mr., or Mrs.) if the form
appropriately discloses that the designation of such a title is
optional. An application form shall otherwise use only terms
that are neutral as to sex.
(4) A creditor shall not request information about
birth control practices, intentions concerning the bearing or
rearing of children, or capability to bear children. This does
not preclude a creditor from inquiring about the number and ages
of an applicant's dependents or about dependent-related financial
obligations or expenditures, provided such information is reques-
ted without regard to sex, marital status, or any other prohi-
bited basis.
(5) A creditor shall not request the race, color,
religion, or national origin of an applicant or any other person
in connection with a credit transaction. A creditor may inquire,
however, as to an applicant's permanent residence and immigration
status
.
(e) Application forms . A creditor need not use written
applications. If accreditor chooses to use written forms, it
may design its own, use forms prepared by another person, or
use the appropriate model application forms contained in
Appendix B to Regulation B. If a creditor chooses to use an
Appendix B form, it may change the form:
S A creditor also may continue to use any application form
that complies with the requirements of prior Regulations
of the Commission concerning credit discrimination until
its present stock of those forms is exhausted or until
March 23, 1978, whichever occurs first.
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(1) by asking for additional information not pro-
hibited by this section;
(2) by deleting any information request; or
(3) by rearranging the format without modifying the
substance of the inquiries; provided that in each of these three
instances the appropriate notices regarding the optional nature
of courtesy titles, the option to disclose alimony, child sup-
port, or separate maintenance, and the limitation concerning
marital status inquiries are included in the appropriate places
if the items to which they relate appear on the creditor's form.
If a creditor uses an appropriate Appendix B model form or to the
extent that it modifies such a form in accordance with the
provisions of clauses (2) or (3) of the preceding sentence or the
instructions to Appendix B, that creditor shall be deemed to be
acting in compliance with the provisions of subsections (c) and
(d).
SECTION 6. RULES CONCERNING EVALUATION OF APPLICATIONS.
(a) General rule concerning use of information . Except as
otherwise provided in this Regulation, a creditor may consider in
evaluating an application any information that the creditor
obtains, so long as the information is not used to discriminate
against an applicant on a prohibited basis.'
(b) Specific rules concerning use of information . (1) Except
as provided in this Regulation a creditor shall not take a prohi-
bited basis into account in any system of evaluating the credit-
worthiness of applicants."
(2)(i) Except as permitted in this subsection, a
creditor shall not take into account an applicant's age
(provided that the applicant has the capacity to enter into
a binding contract) or whether an applicant's income derives
from any public assistance program.
7 The Commission intends this Regulation to be interpreted
in light of the Supreme Judicial Court's opinion in
Wheelock College v. Mas sachusetts Commission Against
Discrimination
, 1976 Mass. Adv. Sh. 233^
•
'
B This provision does not prevent a creditor from considering
the marital status of an applicant or the source of an
applicant's income for the purpose of ascertaining the
creditor's rights and remedies, applicable to the particular
extension of credit and not to discriminate in a determina-
tion of creditworthiness. Furthermore, a prohibited basis
may be considered in accordance with section 8 (special
purpose credit programs).

(il) In a demonstrably and statistically sound,
empirically derived credit system, a creditor may use an
applicant's age as a predictive variable, provided that the
age of an elderly applicant is not assigned a negative
factor or value.
(iii) In a judgmental system of evaluating credit-
worthiness, a creditor may consider an applicant's age or
whether an applicant's income derives from any public
assistance program only for the purpose of determining a
pertinent element of creditworthiness .
9
(iv) In any system of evaluating creditworthiness,
a creditor may consider the age of an elderly applicant when
such age is to be used to favor the elderly applicant in
extending credit.
Concerning income derived from a public assistance program,
a creditor may consider, for example, the length of time an
applicant has been receiving such income; whether an applicant
intends to continue to reside in the jurisdiction in
relation to residency requirements for benefits; and the
status of an applicant's dependents to ascertain whether
benefits that the applicant is presently receiving will
continue
.
Concerning age, a creditor may consider, for example,
the occupation and length of time to retirement of an
applicant to ascertain whether the applicant's income
(including retirement income, as applicable) will support
the extension of credit until its maturity; or the adequacy
of any security offered if the duration of the credit
extension will exceed the life expectancy of the applicant.
An elderly applicant might not qualify for a five-percent
down, 30-year mortgage loan because the duration of the
loan exceeds the applicant's life expectancy and the cost
of realizing on the collateral might exceed the applicant's
equity. The same applicant might qualify with a larger
downpayment and a shorter loan maturity. A creditor could
also consider an applicant's age, for example, to assess
the significance of the applicant's length of employment or
residence (a young applicant may have just entered the job
market; an elderly applicant may recently have retired and
moved from a long-time residence).
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(3) A creditor shall not use, in evaluating the
creditworthiness of an applicant, assumptions or aggregate
statistics relating to the likelihood that any group of persons
will bear or rear children or, for that reaso!^, will receive
diminished or interrupted income in the future.
(^) A creditor shall not take into account the exis-
tence of a telephone listing in the name of an applicant for
consumer credit. A creditor may take into account the existence
of a telephone in the residence of such an applicant.
(5) A creditor shall not discount or exclude from
consideration the income of an applicant or the spouse of the
applicant because of a prohibited basis or because the income is
derived from part-time employment, or from an annuity, pension,
or other retirement benefit; but a creditor may consider the
amount and probable continuance of any income in evaluating an
applicant's creditworthiness. V/here an applicant relies on
alimony, child support, or separate maintenance payments in
applying for credit, a creditor shall consider such payment-^ as
income to the extent that they are likely to be consistently
made. Factors that a creditor may consider in determining the
likelihood of consistent payments include, but are not limited
to, whether the payments are received pursuant to a written
agreement or court decree; the length of time that the payments
have been received; the regularity of receipt; the availability
of procedures to compel payment; and the creditworthiness of the
payor, including the credit history of the payor where available
to the creditor under the Massachusetts Fair Credit Reporting Act
or other applicable laws.-*-^
(6) To the extent that a creditor considers credit
history in evaluating the creditworthiness of similarly qualified
applicants for a similar type and amount of credit, in evaluating
an applicant's creditworthiness, a creditor shall consider
(unless the failure to consider results from an inadvertent
error )
:
(i) the credit history, when available, of
accounts designated as accounts that the applic ^nt is
permitted to use or for which the applicant is con-
tractually liable;
(ii) on the applicant's request, any information
that the applicant may present tending to indicate that the
credit history being considered by the creditor does not
accurately reflect the applicant's creditworthiness; and
To Sections 50 through 68 of Chapter 93 of the General
Laws
.
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(iil) on the applicant's request, the credit
history, when available, of any account reported in the name
of a person other than the applicant or the applicant's
parent or guardian that the applicant can demonstrate
accurately reflects the applicant's creditworthiness.
(7) A creditor may consider whether an applicant is a
permanent resident of the United States, the applicant's immigra-
tion status, and such additional information as may be necessary
to ascertain its rights and remedies regarding repayment.
(c) State property laws . A creditor's consideration or
application of State property laws directly or indirectly affect-
ing creditworthiness shall not constitute unlawful discrimination
for the purposes of the Credit Discrimination Statutes or this
Regulation.
SECTION 7. RULES CONCERNING EXTENSIONS OF CREDIT.
(a) Individual accounts . A creditor shall not refuse to
grant an individual account to a creditworthy applicant on the
basis of sex, marital status, or any other prohibited basis.
(b) Designation of name . A creditor shall not prohibit an
applicant from opening or maintaining an account in a birth-given
first name and a surname that is the applicant's birth-given
surname, the spouse's surname, or a combined surname.
(c) Action concerning existing open end accounts . (1) In
the absence of evidence of inability or unwillingness to repay, a
creditor shall not take any of the following actions regarding an
applicant who is contractually liable on an existing open end
account on the basis of the applicant's reaching a certain age or
retiring, or on the basis of a change in the applicant's name or
marital status:
(i) require a reapplication; or
(ii) change the terms of the account; or
(iii) terminate the account.
(2) A creditor may require a reapplication regarding
an open end account on the basis of a change in an applicant's
marital status where the credit granted was based on income
earned by the applicant's spouse if the applicant's income alone
at the time of the original application would not support the
amount of credit currently extended.
(d) Signature of spouse or other person . (1) Except as
provided in this subsection, a creditor shall not require the
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signature of an applicant's spouse or other person, other than a
Joint applicant, on any credit instrument if the applicant
qualifies under the creditor's standards of creditworthiness for
the amount and terms of the credit requested.
(2) If an applicant requests unsecured credit and
relies in part upon property to establish creditworthiness, a
creditor may consider State law; the form of ownership of the
property; its susceptibility to attachment, execution, severance,
and partition; and other factors that may affect the value to
the creditor of the applicant's interest in the property. If
necessary to satisfy the creditor's standards of creditworthi-
ness, the creditor may require the signature of the applicant's
spouse or other person on any instrument necessary, or reasonably
believed by the creditor to be necessary, under applicable State
law to make the property relied upon available to satisfy the
debt in the event of default.
(3) If a married applicant requests unsecured credit
and resides in a community p^'operty State or if the property
upon which the applicant is relying is located in such a State,
a creditor may require the signature of the spouse on any
instrument necessary, or reasonably believed by the creditor to
be necessary, under applicable State law to make the community
property available to satisfy the debt in the event of default
if:
(i) applicable State law denies the applicant
power to manage or control sufficient community property to
qualify for the amount of credit requested under the
creditor's standards of creditworthiness; and
(ii) the applicant does not have sufficient
separate property to qualify for the amount of credit
requested without regard to community property.
(4) If an applicant requests secured credit, a
creditor may require the signature of the applicant's spouse or
other person on any instrument necessary, or reasonably believed
by the creditor to be necessary, under applicable State law to
make the property being offered as security available to satisfy
the debt in the event of default, for example, any instrument to
create a valid lien, pass clear title, waive inchoate rights, or
assign earnings.
(5) If, under a creditor's standards of credit-
worthiness, the personal liability of an additional party is
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necessary to support the extension of the credit requested,
a creditor may request that the applicant obtain a co-signer,
guarantor, or the like. The applicant's spouse may serve as an
additional party, but a creditor shall not require that the
spouse be the additional party. For the purposes of sub-
section (d), a creditor shall not impose requirements upon an
additional party that the creditor may not impose upon an
applicant
.
(e) Insurance . Differentiation in the availability,
rates, and terms on which credit-related casualty insurance or
credit life, health, accident, or disability insurance is
offered or provided to an applicant shall not constitute a
violation of any Credit Discrimination Statute or this Regula-
tion, but a creditor shall not refuse to extend credit and shall
not terminate an account because credit life, health, accident,
or disability insurance is not available on the basis of the
applicant's age. Notwithstanding any other provision of this
Regulation, information about the age, sex, or marital status of
an applicant may be requested in an application for insurance.
SECTION 8. SPECIAL PURPOSE CREDIT PROGRAMS.
(a) Standards for programs. Subject to the provisions of
subsection (b), the Credit Discrimination Statutes and this
Regulation are not violated if a creditor refuses to extend
credit to an applicant solely because the applicant does not
qualify under the special requirements that define eligibility
for the following types of special purpose credit programs:
(1) any credit assistance program expressly authorized
by Federal or State law for the benefit of an economically
disadvantaged class of persons; or
(2) any credit assistance program offered by a not-
for-profit organization, as defined under section 501(c) of the
Internal Revenue Code of 195^, as amended, for the benefit of
its members or for the benefit of an economically disadvantaged
class of persons; or
(3) any special purpose credit program offered by a
for-profit organization or in which such an organization partici-
pates to meet special social needs, provided that:
11 If an applicant requests individual credit relying on the
separate income of another person, a creditor may require
the signature of the other person to make the income
available to pay the debt.
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(i) the program Is established and administered
pursuant to a written plan that (A) identifies the class or
classes of persons that the program is designed to benefit
and (B) sets forth the procedures and standards for ex-
tending credit pursuant to the program; and
(ii) the program is established and administered
to extend credit to a class of persons who, pursuant to the
customary standards of creditworthiness used by the organi-
zation extending the credit, either probably would not
receive such credit or probably would receive it on less
favorable terms than are ordinarily available to other
applicants applying to the organization for a similar type
and amount of credit
.
(b) Applicability of other rules . (1) All of the provi-
sions of this Regulation shall apply to each of the special
purpose credit programs described in subsection (a) to the extent
that those provisions are not inconsistent with the provisions of
this section.
(2) A program described in subsections (a)(2) or
(a)(3) shall qualify as a special purpose credit program under
subsection (a) only if it was established and is administered so
as not to discriminate against an applicant on the basis of
race, color, religion, national origin, sex, marital status, age
(provided that the applicant has the capacity to enter into a
binding contract), or income derived from a public assistance
program; except that all program participants may be required to
share one or more of those characteristics so long as the
program was not established and is not administered with the
purpose of evading the requirements of the Credit Discrimination
Statutes or this Regulation.
(c ) Special rule concerning requests and use of information .
If all participants in a special purpose credit program described
in subsection (a) are or will be required to possess one or more
common characteristics relating to race, color, religion,
national origin, sex, marital status, age, or receipt of income
from a public assistance program and if the special purpose
credit program otherwise satisfies the requirements of sub-
section (a), then, notwithstanding the prohibitions of sections 5
and 6, the creditor may request of an applicant and may consider,
in determining eligibility for such program, information regarding
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the common characteristics required for eligibility. In such
circumstances, the solicitation and consideration of that
information shall not constitute unlawful discrimination for the
purposes of the Credit Discrimination Statutes or this Regulation.
(d) Special rule in the case of financial need . If
financial need is or will be one of the criteria for the exten-
sion of credit under a special purpose credit program described
in subsection (a), then, notwithstanding the prohibitions of
sections 5 and 6, the creditor may request and consider, in
determining eligibility for such program. Information regarding
an applicant's marital status, income from alimony, child
support, or separate maintenance, and the spouse's financial
resources. In addition, notwithstanding the prohibitions of
section 7(d), a creditor may obtain the signature of an applicant's
spouse or other person on an application or credit instrument
relating to a special purpose program if required by Federal or
State law. In such circumstances, the solicitation and con-
sideration of that information and the obtaining of a required
signature shall not constitute unlawful discrimination for the
purposes of the Credit Discrimination Statutes or this Regulation.
SECTION 9. NOTIFICATIONS.
(a) Notification of action taken. Equal Credit notice ,
and statement of specific reasons .
(1) Notification of action taken . A creditor shall
notify an applicant of action taken within:
(i) 30 days after receiving a completed applica-
tion concerning the creditor's approval of, or adverse
action regarding, the application (notification of approval
may be express or by implication, where, for example, the
applicant receives a credit card, money, property, or
services in accordance with the application);
(ii) 30 days after taking adverse action on an
uncompleted application;
(iii) 30 days after taking adverse action regarding
an existing account; and
(iv) 90 days after the creditor has notified the
applicant of an offer to grant credit other than in sub-
stantially the amount or on substantially the terms
requested by the applicant if the applicant during those 90
days has not expressly accepted or used the credit offered.
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(2) Content of notification . Any notification given
to an applicant against whom adverse action Is taken shall be In
writing and shall contain: a statement of the action taken; a
statement of the general purposes of the Credit Discrimination
Statutes; the name and address of both the Commission and the
Federal agency that administers compliance with the Federal
Equal Credit Opportunity Act concerning the creditor giving the
notification; and
(1) a statement of specific reasons for the
action taken; or
(11) a disclosure of the applicant's right to a
statement of reasons within 30 days after receipt by the
creditor of a request made within -60 days of such notifi-
cation, the disclosure to Include the name, address, and
telephone number of the person or office from which the
statement of reasons can be obtained. If the creditor
chooses to provide the statement of reasons orally, the
notification shall also Include a disclosure of the appli-
cant's right to have any oral statement of reasons con-
firmed in writing within 30 days after a written request
for confirmation is received by the creditor.
(3) Multiple applicants . If there is more than one
applicant, the notification need only be given to one of them,
but must be given to the primary applicant where one is readily
apparent
.
(4) Multiple creditors . If a transaction involves
more than one creditor and the applicant expressly accepts or
uses the credit offered, this section does not require notifica-
tion of adverse action by any creditor. If a transaction in-
volves more than one creditor and either no credit is offered or
the applicant does not expressly accept or use any credit offered,
then each creditor taking adverse action must comply with this
section. The required notification may be provided indirectly
through a third party, which may be one of the creditors, pro-
vided that the identity of each creditor taking adverse action
is disclosed. V/henever the notification is to be provided
through a third party, a creditor shall not be liable for any
act or omission of the third party that constitutes a violation
of this section if the creditor accurately and in a timely
manner provided the third party with the information necessary
for the notification and was maintaining procedures reasonably
adapted to avoid any such violation.
11a The Commission is currently reviewing the oral notice
procedure in this section, and would appreciate comments
on the advisability of eliminating the oral notice option
and mandating written disclosure of reasons in all cases.
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(b ) Form of Equal Credit notice and statement of specific
reasons
.
(1) Equal Credit notice . A creditor satisfies the
requirements of subsection (a)(2) regarding a statement of the
general purposes of the Credit Discrimination Statutes, the name
and address of the Commission and the name and address of the
appropriate Federal enforcement agency if it provides the
following notice, or one that is substantially similar. A
creditor may continue to use any form of Equal Credit notice
that com.plles with §202. 9(b) of Regulation B until its present
stock of forms containing such §202. 9(b) notice is exhausted or
June 1, 1978, whichever is later.
The Federal Equal Credit Opportunity Act and compara-
ble provisions of Massachusetts law prohibit creditors from
discriminating against credit applicants on th^^ basis of
race, color, religion, national origin, sex, marital
status, age (provided that the applicant has the capacity
to enter into a binding contract); 0? because all or part
of the applicant's Income derives from any public assis-
tance program. The Federal Equal Credit Opportunity Act
also prohibits creditors from discriminating against credit
applicants because the applicant has in good faith exer-
cised any right under the Consumer Credit Protection Act.
The Federal agency that administers compliance rith the
Federal law concerning this creditor is (name and address
as specified by Regulation B). The state agency that
administers compliance with the state law is the Massa-
chusetts Commission Against Discrimination, One Ashburton
Place, Boston, Massachusetts 02108.
(2) Statement of specific reason . A statement of rea-
sons for adverse action shall be sufficient if it is specific
and indicates the principal reason(s) for the adverse action.
A creditor may formulate its own statement of reasons in check-
list or letter form or may use all or a portion of the sample
form printed below, which, if properly completed, satisfies the
requirements of subsection (a)(2)(i). Statements that the
adverse action was based on the creditor's internal standards or
policies or that the applicant failed to achieve the qualifying
score on the creditor's credit scoring system are insufficient.
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STATEMENT OF CREDIT DENIAL,
TERMINATION, OR CHANGE
DATE_
Applicant ' s Name :
Applicant's Address:
Description of Account, Transaction, or Requested
Credit
:
Description of Adverse Action Taken:
PRINCIPAL REASON(S) FOR ADVERSE
ACTION CONCERNING CREDIT
Credit application Incomplete
Insufficient credit references
Unable to verify credit references
Temporary or Irregular employment
Unable to verify employment
Length of employment
Insufficient Income
Excessive obligations
Unable to verify Income
Inadequate collateral
Too short a period of residence
Temporary residence
Unable to verify residence
No credit file
Insufficient credit file
Delinquent credit obligations
Garnishment, attachment, foreclosure, repossession,
or suit
Bankruptcy
We do not grant credit to any applicant on the
terms and conditions you request
Appraiser's report, obtained from: (name/address/telephone
number):
Other, specify:
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DISCLOSURE OF USE OF INFORMATION
OBTAINED FROM AN OUTSIDE SOURCE
Disclosure Inapplicable
Information obtained In a report from a consumer
reporting agency
Name
:
Street Address:
Telephone number:
Information obtained from an outside source other
than a consumer reporting agency. Under the Fair
Credit Reporting Act, you have the right to make
a written request, within 60 days of receipt of
this notice, for disclosure of the nature of the
adverse Information.
Creditor's name:
Creditor's address:
Creditor's telephone number:
[Add Equal Credit notice]
(3) Other Information . The notification required by
subsection (a)(1) may Include other information so long as it
does not detract from the required content. This notification
also may be combined with any disclosures required under any
law, provided that all requirements for clarity and placement
are satisfied; and it may appear on either or both sides of the
paper if there is a clear reference on the front to any informa-
tion on the back.
(c) Oral notifications . The applicable requirements of
this section are satisfied by oral notifications (including
statements of specific reasons) in the case of any creditor that
did not receive more than 150 applications during the calendar
year immediately preceding the calendar year in which the
notification of adverse action is to be given to a particular
applicant
.
(d) Withdrawn applications . Where an applicant submits an
application and the parties contemplate that the applicant will
inquire about its status, if the creditor approves the application
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and the applicant has not inquired within 30 days after applying,
then the creditor may treat the application as withdrawn and
need not comply with subsection (a)(1).
(e) Failure of compliance . A failure to comply with this
section shall not constitute a violation when caused by an
inadvertent error; provided that, on discovering the error, the
creditor corrects it as soon as possible and commences compliance
with the requirements of this section.
(f) Notification . A creditor notifies an applicant when a
writing addressed to the applicant is delivered or mailed to the
applicant's last known address or, in the case of an oral
notification, when the creditor communicates with the applicant.
SECTION 10. FURNISHING OF CREDIT INFORMATION.
(a) Accounts established on or after June 1, 1977 . (1) For
every account established on or after June 1, 1977, a creditor that
furnishes credit information shall:
(i) determine whether an account offered by the
creditor is one that an applicant's spouse is permitted to
use or upon which the spouses are contractually liable
other than as guarantors, sureties, endorsers, or similar
parties; and
(ii) designate any such account to reflect the
fact of participation of both spouses. 12
(2) Except as provided in subsection (3), if a creditor
furnishes credit information concerning an account designated
under this subsection (a) (or designated prior to the effective
date of this Regulation) to a consumer reporting agency, it
shall furnish the information in a manner that will enable the
agency to provide access to the information in the name of each
spouse
.
12 A creditor need not distinguish between participation as a
user or as a contractually liable party.
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(3) If a creditor fui*nishes credit information
concerning an account designated under this subsection (or
designated prior to the effective date of this Regulation) in
response to an inquiry regarding a particular applicant, it
shall furnish the information in the name of the spouse about
whom such information is requested. 13
(b) Accounts established on or after January 1, 1978 . (1)
For every account established on or after January 1, 1978, a
creditor that furnishes credit information shall:
(i) determin: whether the account offered by the
creditor is one that the applicant will permit to be used
by another natural person who is at least eighteen years of
age and who is not the applicant's child or spouse or upon
which such other natural person shall be contractually
liable other than as a guarantor, surety, endorser or
similar party; and
(ii) unless the account has been designated under
subsection (a)(l)(ii) above, designate the account to
reflect the fact of the participation of both the applicant
and the authorized user^^ so specified by the applicant or
other contractually liable party.
(2) Except as provided in subsection (3), if a
creditor furnishes credit information concerning an account
designated under this subsection (b) (or designated prior to the
effective date of this Regulation) to a consumer reporting
agency, it shall furnish the information in a manner that will
enable the agency to provide access to the information in the
name of the applicant and the participating party.
13 If a creditor learns that new parties have undertaken
payment on an account, then the subsequent history of the
account shall be furnished in the names of the new parties
and need not continue to be furnished in the names of the
former parties.
14 If an applicant permits an account to be used by more than
one other participant, only one of the participants so
authorized need be given the credit reporting rights re-
ferred to in subsection (b). If a spouse is one of the listed
users, only the spouse shall receive such credit reporting
rights
.
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(3) If a creditor furnishes credit information
concerning an account designated under this subsection (b) (or
designated prior to the effective date of this Regulation) in
response to an inquiry regarding a particular applicant, it
shall furnish the information in the name of the participant
about whom such information is requested.
(c) Inadvertent errors . A failure to comply with this
section shall not constitute a violation when caused by an
inadvertent error; provided that, on discovering the error, the
creditor corrects it as soon as possible and commences compliance
with the requirements of this section.
SECTION 11. RELATION TO OTHER LAW OF THE COMMONWEALTH.
This Regulation does not alter or annul any provision of
the property laws of Massachusetts, laws relating to the dis-
position of decedents' estates, or banking regulations directed
only toward insuring the solvency of financial institutions.
SECTION 12. RECORD RETENTION.
(a) Retention of prohibited information . Retention in a
creditor's files of any information, the use of which in evalu-
ating applications is prohibited by this Regulation, shall not
constitute a violation of the Credit Discrimination Statutes or
this Regulation where such information was obtained:
(1) from any source prior to June 1, 1977, provided
that such information was not obtained in violation of prior
regulations of the Commission; or
(2) at any time from consumer reporting agencies; or
(3) at any time from an applicant or others without
the specific request of the creditor; or
(^) at any time as required to monitor compliance
with the Federal Equal Credit Opportunity Act, Regulation B, the
Credit Discrimination Statutes, this Regulation, or other
Federal or State statutes or regulations dealing with credit
discrimination matters.
(b) Preservation of records . (1) For 25 months after the
date that a creditor notifies an applicant of action taken on an
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application, the creditor shall retain as to that application in
original form or a copy thereof: 15
(i) any application form that it receives, any
information required to be obtained concerning character-
istics of an applicant to monitor compliance with this
Regulation or other similar law, and any other written or
recorded information used in evaluating the application and
not returned to the applicant at the applicant's request;
(ii) a copy of the following documents if fur-
nished to the applicant in written form (or, if furnished
orally, any notation or memorandum with respect thereto
made by the creditor):
(A) the notification of action taken; and
(B) the statement of specific reasons for
adverse action; and
(iii) any written statement submitted by the
applicant alleging a violation of the credit discrimination
provisions of the Federal Equal Credit Opportunity Ac i.
,
Regulation B, any Credit Discrimination Statute or this
Regulation.
(2) For 25 months after the date that a creditor
notifies an applicant of adverse action regarding an account,
other than in connection with an application, the creditor shall
retain as to that account, in original form or a copy thereof: 16
(i) any written or recorded information con-
cerning such adverse action; and
(ii) any written statement submitted by the
applicant alleging a violation of the credit discrimina-
tion provisions of the Federal Equal Credit Opportunity
Act, Regulation B, any Credit Discrimination Statute or
this Regulation.
15 "A copy thereof" includes carbon copies, photocopies,
microfilm or microfiche copies, or copies produced by any
accurate information retrieval system. A creditor who uses
a computerized or mechanized system need not keep a written
copy of a document if it can regenerate the precise text of
the document upon request.
16 See footnote 15.
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(3) In addition to the requirements of subsections
(b)(1) and (2), any creditor that has actual notice that it is
under investigation or is subject to an enforcement proceeding
for an alleged violation of the credit discrimination provisions
of any Credit Discrimination Statute or this Regulation, or that
has been served with notice of a civil action filed by an aggrieved
applicant and alleging violation of the credit discrimination
provisions of any Credit Discrimination Statute or this Regulation,
shall retain the information required in subsections (b)(1) and
(2) until final disposition of the matter, unless an earlier
time is allowed by order of the Commission or a court.
(^) In any transaction involving more than one
creditor, any creditor not required to comply with section 9
(notifications) shall retain for the time period specified in
subsection (b) all written or recorded information in its
possession concerning the applicant, including a notation of
action taken in connection with any adverse action.
(c) Failure of compliance . A failure to comply with this
section shall not constitute a violation when caused by an
inadvertent error.
I
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